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1 OVERTURE

(The stage is the backdrop to a 
street in a seedy part of the 

)city.

(It is late at night. We see 
homeless people in the street, 
prostitutes and others walking 
around. On the floor next to a 
lamp we see Anne, she is dirty, 
her cloths are old. She is curled 

)up and rocking back and forth.

(The music to "Another day in 
paradise" starts. We see Rick come 
in and looks at Anna from the 

)distance. Starts to sing.

RICK
She calls out to the man on the street.

(A man walk by Anne, she looks up 
)to him.

ANNE
Sir can you help me? It's cold and I've nowhere to sleep... 
There's some why you can help me?

(The man ignores her and walks 
)faster.

RICK
He walks on, doesn't look back, he pretends he can't hear 
her. Starts to whistle as he crosses the street, seems 
embarrassed to be there.

( )He moves closer to Anne.

RICK (CONT'D)
Oh, think twice, 'cause it's another day for you and me in 
paradise. Oh, think twice, 'cause it's another day for you...

( )He looks at Anne.

RICK (CONT'D)
You and me in paradise. Think about it.

( )Another man walks by Anne.

RICK (CONT'D)
She call out to the man in the street. 

(The man stops for a moment and 
)looks at Anne.
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RICK (CONT'D)
He can see she's been crying.

(The he starts to walk away from 
her. She stands and tries to 

)follow him.

RICK (CONT'D)
She's got blisters on the soles of her feet, She can't walk 
but she's trying...

( )Rick follows her.

RICK (CONT'D)
Oh, think twice, 'cause it's another day for you and me in 
paradise.

(She's about to fall over and Rick 
catches her, he looks at her in 

)the eyes.

RICK (CONT'D)
Oh, think twice, it's another day for you, you and me in 
paradise.

(He helps her onto the floor and he 
sits next to her, they look at 
each other for a moment holding 

)hands.

RICK (CONT'D)
Just think about it.

( )Anne looks at him.

ANNE
Oh lord, is there nothing that anybody can do? Oh Lord, there 
must be something you can say...

(Rick looks at her and pushes away 
)her hair from her face.

RICK
You can tell from the lines on her face, you can see that 
she's been there, probably been moved down from every place, 
'cause she didn't fit in there...

(He gets up and extends his hand to 
)her.

RICK (CONT'D)
Oh, think twice, 'cause it's another day for you and me in 
paradise. Oh, think twice, it's another day for you, you and 
me in paradise.

( )She looks at him.
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RICK (CONT'D)
Just think about it.

(She grabs his hand and he helps 
)her up.

RICK (CONT'D)
Think about it.

(She collapses in front of him. He 
picks her up and walks off with 

)Anne on his arms.

RICK (CONT'D)
It's another day for you and me in paradise. 
It's another day for you and me in paradise.

(As they walk away the song fades 
)away and the stage changes.

MUSIC AND
LIGHTS FADE

2 THE PARADISE NIGHT CLUB

(We are now in "Paradise" Lap dance 
)Night club.

(It's a small and tacky decorated 
Lap Dance Night club. There are 6 
small round tables with sofas and 
stools in red velvet. There is a 
spiral staircase at the back. On 
the right side a bar. On the left 
side a small stage with a pole and 

)glittery curtains.

(It's 7 pm and we see Dave cleaning 
and setting up the bar. He is the 

)bar man at the club.

(Enter Rick carrying Anne in his 
)arms.

RICK
Help me...

( )Dave rushes to Rick.

DAVE
What that fuck...

RICK
Put her there...

(They carry Anne to one of the 
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sofas and place her there. She is 
)semi conscious.

RICK (CONT'D)
Get me some clean cloths from one of the girls and a wet 
towel...

DAVE
Who is she? What happened?

RICK
Get me the cloths and the towel!

( )Dave runs upstairs.

( )Rick looks at Anne.

RICK (CONT'D)
It's ok, you are home now...

(He brushes her hair away from her 
face. She looks at him in a panic 

)not knowing where she is...

RICK (CONT'D)
It's ok, don't worry... You are safe...

( )She looks at him intensely.

RICK (CONT'D)
It's ok...

(Pause. She just looks at him for a 
)moment.

ANNE
Where am I?

RICK
In Paradise...

( )He smiles at her.

ANNE
Paradise?

( )Rick looks at her for a moment.

RICK
It's the name of the club...

( )Pause. He looks at her.

ANNE
Why are you looking at me like that?

( )Rick doesn't say anything.
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ANNE (CONT'D)
Where am I?

RICK
I told you, you are in Paradise...

(Dave comes rushing with a wet 
towel. Behind him is Rose, Rick's 

)sister, she is the club's Madame.

ROSE
What's going on Rick...

( )Dave hands the wet towel to Rick.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Let me take a look...

(Rose gets close to Anne and looks 
)at her.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Jees, where have you been girl...

RICK
I found her by the side of the road. She needs our help.

ROSE
Was she beaten up?

RICK
No, she's been living ruff...

DAVE
How do you know?

RICK
I've been watching her...

ROSE
You what?

RICK
I've seen her before, I've kept my eye on her and I needed to 
help her, if she stays out there she will die!

( )Rose looks at Rick.

ROSE
There are hundreds of girls in the streets Rick, are you 
going to save them all?

RICK
She needs my help... Our help.

( )Rose looks at Anne.
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ROSE
What's your name?

(Anne stares at Rose, she looks 
)confused.

RICK
Anne...

ROSE
Where are you from Anne?

(She does not answer. Suddenly she 
closes her eyes as if she was 

)fainting.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Anne, can you hear me?

( )Pause.

ROSE (CONT'D)
She is very weak... I guess she can stay...But only until she 
gets better.

RICK
Thanks Rose, you are the best!

ROSE
Come on, help me get her upstairs, the punters will be here 
soon.

( )Rick picks her up.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Dave, get her something to eat...

DAVE
Like what?

ROSE
Use your imagination!

(Rick and Rose go upstairs with 
Anne. Dave goes out through a door 
behind the bar. After a few 
moments we see Lisa come in from 
upstairs, She serves drinks in the 
nightclub. She is wearing tight 
black leather trousers and a 
little white top with a black bow 

)tie.

LISA
Dave?

(She walks around looking for Dave, 
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she look at the sofa where Anne 
was, it's dirty, she goes to the 
bar and picks up a cloth and a 
spray bottle and attempts to clean 

)the sofa.

LISA (CONT'D)
Oh my god... This is disgusting!

( )Dave walks in.

LISA (CONT'D)
Who was that Rick carrying upstairs?

DAVE
His new pet!

LISA
You what?

DAVE
He found her on the streets and brought her in.

LISA
Really?

DAVE
Yep! Some people pick up straight dogs from the streets, Rick 
picks up women!

LISA
Why?

DAVE
Why what?

LISA
Why did he bring her here?

DAVE
Beats me, he said she needed his help... Strange if you ask 
me.

LISA
It's crazy! What if she is a thief?

DAVE
Na, she don't look like a thief, she could hardly walk. I'm 
more worried about what she's carrying!

LISA
What do you mean?

DAVE
She's been living rough in the streets, who knows what 
diseases she has! By the way she was sitting where you are 
cleaning...
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(Lisa throws the cloth to the 
)floor.

LISA
Oh, that's disgusting! Oh my god!

(She tries to wipe her hands on 
)Dave.

DAVE
Hoi! Get off!

(She goes to the sink at the bar 
)and cleans her hands.

DAVE (CONT'D)
Babes, you need to start setting up the tables, I've got to 
get some food for Cinderella...

LISA
Who?

DAVE
For the straight dog but we've nothing so I'm going to the 
shop to buy something.

LISA
Ok but don't be long.

DAVE
I won't...

(He gives her a kiss and goes out. 
Lisa cleans her had and then 
starts to place candles and 
flowers on the tables. Enter Mona. 
She is dress in a sexy little 

)dress.

MONA
Hey Lissy, where's Dave?

LISA
He's gone to get some food for some woman Rick found on the 
streets.

MONA
You what?

LISA
Apparently he found a girl on the streets and she may be full 
of diseases! I personally think she is thief!

MONA
Really? Where did he find this girl?
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LISA
I don't know I just saw him and Rose carry her upstairs. She 
was filthy!

(Mona is about to sit at the sofa 
)where Anne was sitting.

LISA (CONT'D)
And she was sitting there!

( )Mona jumps!

MONA
Argg! That's disgusting!

LISA
I was cleaning it when Dave told me she was full of diseases!

MONA
Why is he bringing a dirty thief to the club?

LISA
I don't know!

MONA
Well, let me tell you something sweetheart, there is no more 
room at the Inn! If he thinks he can bring another girl to 
work the tables he's got another thing coming! I mean, 
there's hardly enough punters for us, let alone for another 
bitch! Specially not for a filthy diseases carrying thief!

(Enter Mimi, she is also dress in a 
)sexy dress.

MIMI
Whose a filthy thief?

MONA
Apparently Rick has brought to the club another striper who 
is ill with all sorts of diseases and she is a thief.

MIMI
No way, really?

LISA
Yea and Dave, get hold of this, Dave had to go and get her a 
take away because she demanded that she was hungry!

BOTH
What? Shut up!

LISA
Yep! I don't know what's going on with this girl but I'm 
telling you, she's got a nerve coming in here and start to 
demand food like that!

( )Enter Jojo, dress in a sexy dress
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JOJO
Who's demanding food?

MIMI
You know how we were complaining to Rick that there's not 
enough work for all of us? Well he's gone and brought another 
dancer who is a thief from the local area and she has been 
diagnosed with terrible diseases!

JOJO
What diseases?

MIMI
I don't know?

( )She looks at Mona.

MONA
I don't know?

(She looks at Lisa. Pause, Lisa 
)thinks.

LISA
Maleria!

MIMI
Ma what?

MONA
Oh I've heard of that diseases, it's very contagious!

JOJO
Really? I thought it was what you get when a mosquito bites 
you?

LISA
Yea, that's right, she's been beaten by mosquitos on the 
street! She was full of bites!

ALL THREE
Oooh! That's disgusting!

( )Enter Dave.

DAVE
Ladies...

( )He goes to the staircase.

LISA
Tell them Dave?

DAVE
Tell them what?
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LISA
What's in the bag!

DAVE
All I could find, fish and chips form the corner.

( )They all gasp.

DAVE (CONT'D)
What?

MONA
So it's true!

DAVE
What?

( )We see Rose come down.

ROSE
Did you get some food?

DAVE
I've got some fish and chips.

ROSE
That'll do. Take it upstairs. And come down, we have to get 
ready.

DAVE
Yes Rose...

( )He runs upstairs.

ROSE
Come on ladies, get yourselves ready. Lisa, can you make sure 
you finish the tables and as soon as Dave comes down we are 
ready.

(They all look at Rose without 
)moving.

ROSE (CONT'D)
What?

LISA
Nothing...

( )They all disperse.

ROSE
Chop chop! get ready, it's Friday night, it's pay day so we 
will be busy!

MONA
( )whispers to the others

That'll be a first!
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(Mona, Mimi and Jojo goes upstairs. 
)As they do we see Dave come down.

ROSE
Come on Dave, we wasted enough time already.

(He goes behind the bar and 
)continuous to set up.

( )We see Rick come down.

ROSE (CONT'D)
How's she?

RICK
Good, I think... 

( )Rose looks at him.

ROSE
Come here Rick...

(She sits down and calls him over. 
)He sits next to her.

ROSE (CONT'D)
What's the story?

RICK
What's story?

ROSE
With this girl?

RICK
I told you, I've been observing her and I needed to take her 
off the streets.

( )Pause. She looks at him.

ROSE
Rick don't give me bull shit...

RICK
I'm not!

( )Pause.

ROSE
Who's she Rick?

RICK
She's ill, and hungry, if she stays on the streets she will 
die.

( )Rose looks at Rick.
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ROSE
And why do you care?

RICK
Don't you care?

ROSE
What are we now? The local charity for lost girls on the 
streets? There's something going on here, I know you.

RICK
There's nothing going on... I want to help her!

( )Rose looks at him.

ROSE
We need to talk about this. A strip joint is not a place to 
bring beggars from the streets...

RICK
She's not a beggar!

ROSE
What is she then?

( )Pause.

RICK
Please Rose, she needs me... Us...

( )She shakes her head.

ROSE
I don't know what's got into you, but as soon as she is good 
enough she out of here...

( )She stands and starts to walk.

RICK
It's my club!

( )She stops.

RICK (CONT'D)
It's my club and she will stay...

(She looks at him, then turn around 
)to Dave.

ROSE
We open in five minutes.

(She walks upstairs. Dave and Lisa 
)look at Rick. There is a silence.
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RICK
What?

DAVE
Nothing...

(They go back to work. Rick sits 
)the for a moment, thinking.

(He gets up and goes out through 
)the door behind the bar.

LISA
Rose is right, she can't stay...

DAVE
That's not my problem. I just serve the drink around here...

LISA
Come on Dave, you know there's hardly any work, we can't 
afford another striper!

DAVE
May be a bit of new flesh will keep the punters...

LISA
What do you mean?

DAVE
May be we need something new to get them to hang around long 
enough!

(The music to "Hang long enough" 
)starts

CHANGE TO

3 THE CLUB

(As the music starts the stage 
lighting changes. We are now in 
the middle of the night in the 
club at full swing. There are only 
a few customers in the club. The 
men are sitting at the tables 
whilst the girls are lap dancing 
with the customers. Joho is on the 

)stage pole dancing.

JOJO
The sign's getting clearer, clearer than you need...

( )The neon sign "Paradise" flashes
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MIMI
The writing's on the wall, for you to see...

(The words pleasure shine on the 
)wall

MONA
( )as she lap dances on a customer

You never though you'll ever get the taste.

LOLA
( )as she seduces a customer

You never thought that it could be this good.

JOJO
( )as she pole dances in front of a customer

Just tell me what you want and I'll find a key...

MIMI
(as she crawls on the stage in front of a 

)customer who reaches out to her
Just reach out and touch is all yours...

(All the girls dance with their 
)customers.

ALL 
If you're hanging long enough. You'll do it. Just hang long 
enough...

LOLA
( )on top of a customer.

You're down on the ground love, and so you see...

MONA
(putting her hand in the pocket of a 

)customer.
You have a whole in your pocket, if you can have your way...

(She takes out a note and places it 
)on her bra.

MIMI
( )a customer whispers something in her ear

Don't ask me how I know, cause you don't wanna hear...

JOJO
( )swinging board on the pole

It's been a long run and the end is getting near!

(She jumps and goes to the bar and 
)sits on a stool.

(They all move to new customers who 
)look at them in adoration.
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ALL
You never thought you'd ever get the chance... You never 
thought you break would come alone, if you tell me what you 
want I'll fine a key, just reach out and touch, it's all 
yours...

( )They move away from them.

ALL (CONT'D)
If you hanging long enough... You'll do, but just hang long 
enough...

(They dance for the customers. Rose 
walks around looking at the girls 

)and the customers.

ROSE
They always say...

( )She walks around the customers.

ROSE (CONT'D)
the best things in life are free, but if you want to have 
everything...

(She pulls one of the girls away 
from a customer and demands money 

)from him.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Well you're gonna have to pay, if you want it all...

ALL
You gonna have to pay... If you are hanging long enough... 
You'll do it... If you hanging long enough...

(All customers take a note out and 
)Rose collects them.

ROSE
Well they'll let you out!

(The girls rub themselves against 
)the customers.

ROSE (CONT'D)
But then pull you in...

(They sit on top of them and do 
)sexual movements.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Playing hell with your emotions... You feel like giving in...

ALL
Just hanging long enough! You'll do it, just hanging long 
enough!
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( )Music ends.

(The girls continue to work the 
customers while Lisa serves drinks 

)and shots. Dave is behind the bar.

ROSE
( )Approaching Dave.

Another shit night...

DAVE
Yea, and they are not even consuming enough alcohol! They're 
all horny but not thirsty!

( )Rose calls Lisa over.

ROSE
You need to push more drinks.

LISA
I'm trying, they are just not a thirsty bunch.

ROSE
Make them thirsty!

LISA
Why are you telling me for! Tell the girls, obviously not 
working them hard enough.

( )Lola approaches the bar.

ROSE
What's going on tonight?

LOLA
What do you mean?

ROSE
We are not selling enough drinks.

LOLA
I don't know, I'm trying my hardest.

ROSE
Everyone is trying their hardest but we are not selling 
anything! So someone is not trying hard enough!

( )She turns around to Dave.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Get the girls selling...

( )She walks away.

ROSE (CONT'D)
And not just their bodies!
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( )She walks up the stairs.

DAVE
Someone's in a fucking bad mood tonight!

LOLA
What's up with her?

LISA
She's pissed off with Rick.

LOLA
Because of that bitch he brought?

LISA
Yep!

DAVE
She ain't happy!

LOLA
None of us is!

(A customer comes and grabs Lola 
)from behind.

CUSTOMER
Come here sweetheart...

( )She pushes him away.

LOLA
Not now, piss off!

( )He walks away.

LISA
Why would he bring a full of diseases thief into the club?

DAVE
Woo hang on, I didn't know she was a thief?

LOLA
There's something not right here...

( )Mimi approaches.

MIMI
What's up?

LOLA
We are just talking about the thief in the house?

MIMI
I know, it's terrible, I don't know what Rick was thinking, 
brining her here!
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DAVE
And we have to feed her!

MIMI
So is she staying?

DAVE
Well I heard Rose talk to him about it. He wants her to stay 
but Rose told him to get her out, but you know what he's like 
and told Rose she was staying!

LOLA
Is she going to be working the tables? There's enough of us 
already!

MIMI
Besides she's got some sort of terminal disease, we don't 
want to be sharing punters with her!

DAVE
She may not work the tables...

LOLA
Then what's she gonna do?

( )Dave looks at Lisa.

LISA
No way! I'm not sharing my tips with her!

( )we see Rick enter.

RICK
Share your tips with who?

( )Lisa looks at Rick.

RICK (CONT'D)
Ladies, don't you have enough work to do? I see empty glasses 
and lonely customers, and I presume an empty cash till...

(They all go back to work. Rick 
goes and pours himself a drink, 

)Dave looks at him.

DAVE
Where have you been?

RICK
Walking... Needed to clear my head...

( )Pause.

RICK (CONT'D)
Busy?
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DAVE
It's alright...

RICK
Just alright...

DAVE
It's been ok...

RICK
We need to do better than ok, it's Friday night for fuck 
sakes!

DAVE
Alright, take it easy... What do you want me to do? We don't 
have enough punters! We doing what we can with what we 
have...

RICK
May be if you didn't spend so much time chatting to the girls 
they would get some work done...

( )He drinks.

DAVE
May be if you didn't bring street girls we wouldn't have to 
work so much...

( )Slams the glass and looks at Dave.

RICK
What did you say?

DAVE
Nothing...

RICK
Just do your fucking job!

(Pause. Dave turns around and 
carries on working. Rick looks 
around the club. Finishes he drink 

)and walks out.

( )Lisa approaches Dave.

LISA
What the fuck is going on?

DAVE
I don't know but he's really on edge...

LISA
I'm telling you, it's something to do with that girl...
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DAVE
Who gives a shit, I've been told just to do my job...

( )She sits on a stool.

LISA
I'm going to get to the bottom of this...

DAVE
Leave it Lisa, you'll get yourself into trouble.

( )She sits there thinking.

CHANGE TO

4 THE ATTIC

(It's early in the morning. We are 
in the attic of the night club. 
There is a small bed amongst 
clutter and what seems like old 

)furniture and fittings.

(Anne is laying asleep on the bed. 
Rick is sitting on the side 
looking at her. The morning light 
starts to shine on the bed through 

)a small window.

( )Rick signs "Can't find my way"

RICK
I've been doing some thinking here on my own it's been on my 
mind. This debt I owe to you I have to repay in kind...

But I can't find my way... No I can't find my way, can't seem 
to find my way, can't find my way.

(He strikes her hair as she lays 
)asleep.

RICK (CONT'D)
Tired and weary I follow the path, leads to your door. But it 
occurred to me all that I have is already yours

RICK (CONT'D)
But I can't find my way... No I can't find my way, can't seem 
to find my way, can't find my way.

RICK (CONT'D)
Ooooh just to sit awhile, oooh, just to sit and watch you 
smile...

( )He holds her hand
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RICK (CONT'D)
But I can't find my way... No I can't find my way, can't seem 
to find my way, can't find my way.

RICK (CONT'D)
Keep the faith you say, to keep the faith I pray, oh who'd be 
strong you say, just follow the light. The wheels keep 
turning, the closer I get, the further I see. Peace will only 
come finding the peace within...But I can't find my way... No 
I can't find my way, can't seem to find my way, can't find my 
way.

(As the music fades away we see 
)Anne slowly wake.

(She becomes aware of Rick looking 
at her and holding her hand. She 

)sits up and pulls away from him.

RICK (CONT'D)
Good morning...

( )She looks at him.

RICK (CONT'D)
How are you feeling?

ANNE
Where am I?

RICK
You asked me the same thing last night... You are in 
Paradise!

ANNE
Who are you? Why am I here?

RICK
You really don't remember do you?

ANNE
Why am I here?

RICK
I've rescued you...

ANNE
Rescued?

( )She looks at him.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Who are you?

RICK
Rick.
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( )Pause.

RICK (CONT'D)
I own this club.

ANNE
Club?

RICK
Paradise. The club is called Paradise that's why I said you 
were in paradise when you asked me where you were, see? 
Cleaver! 

(He smiles, she jumps out of the 
)bed looking for her clothes.

ANNE
I want to go...

RICK
Where?

( )Looking for her clothes.

ANNE
Where are my clothes?

RICK
Where are you going to go?

ANNE
I want to go!

RICK
Come on, get back to bed and rest...

( )She is looking for her stuff.

ANNE
Where are my clothes!

( )Rick stands and stops her.

RICK
Anne! Stop!

( )He looks at her, she doesn't move.

RICK (CONT'D)
It's ok, relax, you are safe here...

( )Pause.

ANNE
How do you know my name?
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RICK
You told me...

ANNE
Why did you bring me here?

RICK
I told you, I rescue you from the streets. You were hungry 
and weak, and needed shelter. You've been on the streets far 
too long.

( )He looks at her and rubs her arms.

RICK (CONT'D)
Come on, you are safe here, trust me. You need to rest and 
re-gain your strength. You must be hungry, you didn't eat 
last night...

(He points at the cold fish and 
)chips.

ANNE
Why are you doing this?

RICK
Anne stop, come on, just relax, you are home...

ANNE
This is not my home.

RICK
It is now...

( )She moves away from him.

ANNE
What do you want from me?

RICK
I told you, just relax and make your self at home...

( )She gets agitated.

ANNE
What do you want?

RICK
Anne, please... Come on, let's get you some food, that's what 
you need some food...

(He walks towards her, she moves 
)away.

ANNE
Stay away from me!
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RICK
Anne...

( )He get close and she moves away.

ANNE
I told you to stay away!

RICK
Come on...

ANNE
Stay away!

( )She screams.

RICK
Shhhh, what are you doing, you'll wake everybody up...

(She continues to scream. Rick 
tries to stop her and she screens 

)louder.

RICK (CONT'D)
Be quite!

(Enter Rose, she is in her dressing 
)gown.

ROSE
What the hell is going on?

(She see Anne standing in a corner 
)in the room.

ROSE (CONT'D)
For the love of god, you'll wake everyone up!

RICK
She freaked out...

( )Rose goes towards Anne.

ROSE
It's ok sweetheart, nothing is going to happen to you.

ANNE
Stay away from me!

( )Anne moves away from Rose.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Let me go, I want to go, let me go!

ROSE
Come down, it's ok...
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( )Anne starts to scream, enter Mona.

MONA
What's going on?

(Rose gets hold of Anne who is in 
)hysterics.

ROSE
It's ok Mona go to back to bed...

(She tries to calm Anne but she 
)continues to scream.

RICK
Go away Mona, you are making it worse!

(Mona takes a couple of steps back 
but the other girls have now 

)gathered by the door.

LISA
What's going on?

ROSE
Please everyone go back to bed...

(Anne is screaming. Rick goes to 
the door and pushes all the girls 

)out.

RICK
Get the hell out of here!

( )He slams the door shut.

ROSE
Come on sweet, come down, you're alright... You're alright...

(Rose holds Anne in her arms as she 
tries to calm her down. Dave opens 

)the door.

DAVE
Is everything ok?

RICK
( )shouts.

Get out!

( )He slams the door on Dave.

RICK (CONT'D)
For fuck sakes! Why do people around here are so fucking 
nosey!

(Rose is now sitting on the bed 
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with Anne in her arms, she is 
)calming down.

ROSE
Shhh, you're alright... That's it... You're alright...

( )Rose looks at Rick.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Leave us...

RICK
But Rose...

ROSE
Leave us!

(Rick looks at Rose, he hesitates 
)to go out.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Please Rick, just go...

(He goes out. Rose sits there with 
)Anne in her arms.

ROSE (CONT'D)
You're alright...

CHANGE TO

5 THE CLUB

(It's an hour later. The girls are 
in their PJs and casual dress 
sitting around. Dave is by the 

)bar.

LISA
I don't know who she is but if you ask me she looks like she 
came out of the mad house!

MONA
I agree, did you see her? She was going nuts!

JOJO
She seemed possessed.

MIMI
Where did he find her?

LISA
He said in the streets, but I don't bite it.
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LOLA
He seem very emotional about her...

MONA
And what was he doing with her in the room?

JOJO
Do you think he...

MONA
I don't know, when I walked into the room Rose was trying to 
calm her down and he was standing there...

LOLA
No way, he's never tried it with any of us.

MIMI
But I'm sure he would if he could!

LISA
Yes, he's a perv, I'm sure he fantasizes about us...

JOJO
Yuck! Really? Now I have an image in my head I don't want!

MONA
May be he thought he could take advantage of her...

LISA
May be... it's all very strange.

(She looks at Dave who's been 
)listening.

LISA (CONT'D)
What do you think babe, you know him better than any of us?

( )Dave looks at the girls.

DAVE
I don't know, I agree that there is something not right here, 
but I don't know what it is.

( )We see Rose come down.

ROSE
Alright you lot, sit down, we need to talk...

(They all sit around. Rose sits in 
the middle, she looks at Dave who 

)is still by the bar.

ROSE (CONT'D)
You too Dave.

( )He joins.
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LISA
What's going on Rose?

MONA
Yea, who's she?

LOLA
Why was she shouting?

JOJO
Did he try it on with her?

MIMI
Is she mental?

LISA
Do she have a disease?

ROSE
Stop! You girls spend too much time gossiping.

(She looks at them and takes a deep 
)sigh.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Look I don't know what's going on with this girl. I've just 
spent the last hour trying to calm her down. She seems 
frighten, scared of something...

MONA
Of Rick!

ROSE
No, not of Rick.

LISA
Then why was she shouting at him?

ROSE
He was with her when she walk up and got scared. You'd go 
mental if you walk up and saw my brother at the foot of your 
bed. No I don't know what's up with her but for now she will 
stay with us...

( )They all makes noises about this.

ROSE (CONT'D)
We can't put her on the streets until we know what's going 
on... She is a human being and she has been sleeping rough.

(At the top of the staircase we see 
Anne has come in and listens to 

)the conversation.

JOJO
Is she dangerous?
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ROSE
No, she's not dangerous!

MIMI
How do you know Rose? She looked pretty metal up there!

MONA
She did, I think she's possessed by the the devil!

ROSE
What are you talking about!

MONA
She has an evil look in her eyes...

LISA
And she has some sort of strange disease...

ROSE
How do you know that?

LISA
Dave to me!

DAVE
Me?

LOLA
And she is a thieve!

ROSE
A thieve?

LOLA
Yea, Dave told us!

DAVE
Me?

ROSE
Hold on...

MONA
She can't stay here Rose.

LOLA
She is too dangerous!

LISA
And she will infect us all!

MIMI
She may even try to kill us.

MONA
Yea, she is mad!
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JOJO
She'll butcher us in the middle of the night!

ROSE
Stop!

(Suddenly they become aware she is 
standing at the top of the 

)staircase.

DAVE
Ooops...

( )To Anne.

DAVE (CONT'D)
I didn't say any of those things...

( )Anne looks at all of them.

ROSE
Anne, don't listen to them...

( )Anne walks down the stair.

ANNE
It's ok, I'm going...

( )Rose stands up and stops her.

ROSE
Wait, you can't go...

ANNE
I want to go, please let me go...

(Rose looks at her and with a 
maternal look she lift her face 

)up.

ROSE
Anne, please stay, at least until you are well. The streets 
is a dangerous place, you have nowhere to go.

( )Anne looks away.

ANNE
I'll find my way... Besides I'm not welcome here...

ROSE
That's not true.

ANNE
I heard them talk...
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ROSE
They didn't mean it, right girls?

(Rose turns around to look at the 
girls and gestures to say 
something. They all sit there in 

)silence.

ANNE
I'm going.... 

(She walks away. Rose looks at the 
)girls in disappointment.

ROSE
Anne, please wait.

(Anne stops. The music to "Just 
)Another Story" starts

ROSE (CONT'D)
Everyone here has suffered, just like you. Every one of us at 
one point in our lives we felt like giving up, running away. 
We were all at one point just another sad story, another 
story that had gone too far...

(The lights go down and a spot 
)light come on Mona and Lola.

MONA
( )sings

Father comes home cause his money's run out, seems a little 
loose tonight, he starts to shout.

LOLA
Dinner is not on the table, seems mother is not able, she's 
starring at the TV. 

MONA
You can smell it on his breath, 

LOLA
You can feel it in her touch.

MONA
He never meant to hit that hard...

BOTH
But he/she's like that, when he/she had too much.

ALL
It's just another story about going too far, 
It's just another story about going too far...

(The spot light on Jojo and Mimi 
)comes on.
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JOJO
Well the kids at school, she's getting good grades, peer 
pressure is starting now, too bad she had it made. 

MIMI
Seems there's always someone, trying to push you to do 
something you know every way they told you to, it's hard to 
see. 

JOJO
All the things you taught her, how to be...

MIMI
It's like you told her nothing, selective memory. 

JOJO
Come on just try it...

MIMI
It's only a smoke...

JOJO
It ain't gonna kill you...

MIMI
So she takes a toke, 

BOTH
Fade to grey...

ALL
It's just another story about going too far, 
It's just another story about going too far.

( )Rose looks at Anne.

ROSE
( )talking

You see Anne, everyone has a story to tell, not all what you 
see here today is what you know. We all have been pushed too 
far. Here we are all the same, we all know what it takes. It 
may not be the most glamorous place on earth... At least is 
home. Please Anne, don't leave, don't be another story just 
gone too far...

LISA
( )sings

Well the guys at work, seemed ok, to buy you a drink, to get 
you laid, what's wrong with that. While they have more money 
than you, expensive cars and expensive cloth, do you ever 
think of what they do? nightly round, checking people down 
walking together, seems they own the town. Well, hey,who's 
going to talk, you are an alibi, don't turn around, don't ask 
questions, just walk...
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MONA
It's just another story about going too far.

JOJO
It's just another story about going too far.

MIMI
It's just another story about going too far.

LOLA
It's just another story about going too far.

LISA
It's just another story about going too far...

(The lights change. The music to 
"Another Story" fades and "All of 

)my life" starts.

ROSE
Come on Anne, stay... Tell us your story.

( )Anne doesn't say anything.

ROSE (CONT'D)
How can we trust you when we don't know who you are?

( )Pause, Anne looks down.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Look I know it's hard, but trust me, we are all here for 
you...

( )Rose turns to look at the girls.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Aren't we girls?

(They all look at each other. Anne 
turns around and starts to walk 

)out. Lisa steps forward.

LISA
We are...

( )Anne stops.

LISA (CONT'D)
We are here for you Anne.

( )Mimi steps forward.

MIMI
Don't go...
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JOJO
Stay.

LOLA
Tell us your story...

(They all look at Mona, she steps 
)forward.

MONA
We want to help...

( )Anne stops and thinks.

(Anne stands by the door. She looks 
at the girls and then down onto 

)the floor and signs.

ANNE
All of my life, I've been searching, for the words to say how 
I feel. I've spent my time thinking too much, and leave to 
little to say what I mean, but I tried to understand the best 
I can, all of my life...

(She moves and sits on a stool near 
)by, the girls look at her

ANNE (CONT'D)
All of my life, I've been saying sorry, for the things I know 
I should have done, all the things I could have said come 
back to me, some times I wish that it'd just began. Seems 
more ways that little too late... All of my life.

(Rose walks towards Anne and sits 
)next to her on a stool.

ROSE
Say it out loud, I drink a drink with you...

(She gestures to Dave to serve them 
)a drink.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Pull up a chair, I think I'll stay, say it out loud, cause 
you're going nowhere, there's too much you need to remember, 
and there too much you need to say...

(Rose holds Anne's hand and Anne 
)looks at her.

ANNE
All of my life... I've been looking but it's hard to find the 
way. Just reaching pass the goal in front of me, whilst 
what's important just slips away. And it doesn't come back 
but I'll be looking all of my life...

(The girls join Anne and Rose 
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)sitting around them.

JOJO
Say it aloud, I'll drink a drink with you...

MIMI
Pull up a chair, I think I'll stay...

MONA
Say it out loud, cause you're going nowhere...

LOLA
There's too much you need to remember...

LISA
And there too much you need to say...

(They all look at Anne, Dave brings 
)drinks, and he joins them.

ANNE
All of my life, there have been regrets, that I didn't do 
what I could, playing records upstairs while he watch TV, I 
didn't spend the time I should, and it's a memory I will live 
with all of my life...

(Anne looks at them and talks with 
)a tear in her eye.

ANNE (CONT'D)
It's so hard...

JOJO
It's ok Anne, we are here to listen...

ROSE
Sometimes we have to talk, it's good to get it out of your 
system, in many cases it's the cure to your troubles...

( )Pause. Anne stands up.

ANNE
I can't...

MIMI
Why?

ANNE
I just can't deal with this....

( )She moves towards the door.

ROSE
Anne, wait...

(Rose looks at the girls and then 
)to Anne.
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ROSE (CONT'D)
You don't have to tell us... 

(Pause. Anne looks at the door, 
then she turns around to look at 

)them.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Everyone has a story, and everyone has a right to tell or not 
tell their story. If you don't want to tell it, it's ok. 

( )Anne looks at them.

ROSE (CONT'D)
We want you to stay...

( )Pause.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Would you like to stay?

(Anne nods her head in agreement. 
Rose extends her arms and Anne 

)walks towards her. They embrace.

ROSE (CONT'D)
There's always room for one more in Paradise...

LIGHTS CHANGE

6 RICK'S OFFICE

(We move the action to Rick's 
office. It's a room with a desk 
and a chair, there are several 
cabinets. The room is messy and 
old, his desk has many papers and 
it's untidy. There is a bottle of 
whiskey and a glass. Rick is 
sitting looking at the wall. He 
looks somber and swings from side 
to side on the chair. The music to 

)"through these walls" starts.

RICK
I can hear through these walls, I can hear them when they're 
fooling around... I can hear through these walls, and I hear 
every sigh ever sound... I can hear through these walls, in 
the dark, with the shades pull down... Every word that they 
say, every move they make feels its coming my way...

(He gets up and gets close to a 
)wall. He has a drink with him.
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RICK (CONT'D)
My favorite moment...

( )He gulps his drink.

RICK (CONT'D)
putting the glass up, next to the wall...

(He puts the glass on the wall and 
)listens.

RICK (CONT'D)
 Imagination...

(We see the wall becoming see 
through and Mona getting undress 

)on the other side.

RICK (CONT'D)
Though I see nothing...I hear it all, putting my sign up...

(He goes and kicks his door shut, 
)it doesn't close fully.

RICK (CONT'D)
Do not disturb me, speak or shout, inside out, "oh and my 
cloths are all laid out"..

(He moves to another wall, which 
becomes transparent and we see 

)Lola in the shower.

RICK (CONT'D)
I can see through my windows, I can see the girls in their 
own...

(All the walls become transparent 
and we see Mimi and Jojo in their 

)rooms.

RICK (CONT'D)
I can see though my windows and I can imagine the noise... I 
can see through my windows, I can see them playing with 
toys... Oh I hope, it won't end, if I promise to touch, just 
be a friend...

( )He moves away.

RICK (CONT'D)
Life is so lonely, and I don't get high up, just being me, I 
like pretending...

(He grabs the coat stand and places 
it in the middle with a wig on top 

)and a coat hinging on it.
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RICK (CONT'D)
Wanting to touch them, wanting to see. It's only normal...

(He stands behind the coat stand 
)and grabs it.

RICK (CONT'D)
Creeping behind you, now don't shout, cause it's alright, 
they keep the windows locked and the doors shut tight...

( )He pushes the coat stand away.

RICK (CONT'D)
Oh I'm feeling like I'm locked in a cage, no way in no way 
out... And I get so lonely, am I really asking a lot, just to 
reach out and touch somebody...

( )He looks at the walls.

RICK (CONT'D)
Because when I look through my windows I'll open my door I 
can feel it all around me...

(He goes and sits by his desk 
)again.

RICK (CONT'D)
And I can hear through these walls, I can hear them fooling 
around... I can hear through this walls, I can hear ever sigh 
ever sound...I can hear through this walls, in the dark 
through the shades pull down... Ever word, that they say, 
every move they make, feels its coming my way...

( )He touches himself.

RICK (CONT'D)
Oh yea... Oh yea...

(We see Anne walk up to the door 
form outside and stares at Rick 
for a moment. He becomes aware and 

)quickly stands up.

RICK (CONT'D)
Anne, come in...

(He tidies a sofa he has which is 
)full of stuff.

RICK (CONT'D)
Sit...

(Anne doesn't move and just looks 
)at him.
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RICK (CONT'D)
Sorry it's a bit messy, we lost our cleaner some time ago...

( )He looks at her.

RICK (CONT'D)
Only kidding, we've never had a cleaner...

( )Pause.

RICK (CONT'D)
Please come in, the conversation it's rather awkward if you 
stand there.

(Anne slowly walks into the office, 
)she looks around.

RICK (CONT'D)
How are you feeling? Better? Rose tells me you are feeling 
better...

( )He looks at her.

RICK (CONT'D)
I'm sorry I freaked you out the other day...

( )Rick moves to the sofa.

RICK (CONT'D)
Please sit...

(Anne looks at Rick and then 
)speaks.

ANNE
Who are you?

RICK
What?

ANNE
Who are you?

RICK
I told you I'm Rick, owner of...

ANNE
Why do you look familiar?

RICK
I've got one of those faces...

( )She looks at him.

RICK (CONT'D)
Sit.
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ANNE
Why did you bring me here?

RICK
You needed somewhere to stay...

ANNE
Why?

RICK
Why? Well, you were on the streets and...

ANNE
Why me?

RICK
Why you?

ANNE
Yes, why me? Why pick me? There are hundreds of girls out 
there, some dying, I've seen them... Why me?

( )Pause. Rick looks at her.

RICK
Sit, let's talk...

(Anne slowly move towards the sofa 
)and sits.

RICK (CONT'D)
Drink?

(He goes to the desk and takes the 
)glass, it's dirty.

RICK (CONT'D)
Let me get you another glass...

ANNE
I don't want a drink.

( )He puts the glass down.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Why me?

(Rick sits by her on the sofa she 
)gets up.

RICK
No, please sit, I'm not going to hurt you...

(She slowly sits back again. He 
)looks at her.
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ANNE
Why are you so familiar?

RICK
I told you I have one of those faces...

ANNE
No, it's more than that, it's as if I already know you...

RICK
We've never met...

ANNE
Why did you bring me here?

RICK
I told you, you needed help...

ANNE
You keep on telling me that but I don't buy it.

RICK
Why not?

ANNE
Because I don't understand why you would want to help me... 
If you say you don't know me.

RICK
I just do.

ANNE
Everyone has always turned their back on me...

RICK
So?

ANNE
Why do you care?

RICK
Because... I want to help you.

ANNE
But why me?

RICK
Why do you need to know...

ANNE
Because guys like you don't just help people without wanting 
something back...

RICK
What do you mean?
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ANNE
You run a brothel.

RICK
It's a night club!

ANNE
It's a whore house!

RICK
Wait a minute...

ANNE
I will not become a prostitute! I'd rather starve to death!

( )Pause, Rick looks at her.

RICK
I don't want you to...

ANNE
Then? What do you want from me?

RICK
Nothing, I told you.

( )Pause.

RICK (CONT'D)
Why won't you believe me?

ANNE
Because you are not telling me the truth.

RICK
What truth?

ANNE
Why you brought me here, why you are so familiar, why did you 
pick me from the streets?

( )Pause.

RICK
Look Anne, I want to help you, ok? I want to get you back on 
your feet, you would have died if I left you out there...

(Rick stands and walks to the 
)window.

RICK (CONT'D)
Yes I may run a "whore house" as you call it, yes I may not 
seem the most trusty person you've ever met, but my 
intentions with you are good, I just want to help you...

(They look at each other for a 
moment. They are interrupted by 
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)Lisa.

LISA
Rick? Sorry to interrupt...

( )Rick looks at Lisa.

RICK
What do you want?

LISA
I'm sorry Rick, but it's madness down there... I can't cope 
with all the drinks...

RICK
Really... That's a first!

LISA
Well you told Dave to tell the girls not to come over to the 
bar and get drinks and to be honest that used to help me and 
now I'm really rushed off my feet and I can't cope...

RICK
That's fucking ridiculous! The girls are there to work the 
tables not to serve drinks! I pay you to serve drinks, not to 
stand around doing nothing!

LISA
Hoi, that's not fair, I work my ass off every night...

RICK
How? We hardly have customers!

LISA
It's too busy for one person to serve all the tables, I can't 
cope...

RICK
That's your problem! If you can't hake it then may be I need 
to find someone else who can do the job!

( )Anne interrupts them.

ANNE
I can help...

RICK
What?

ANNE
If I'm going to hang around, I should earn my kip like 
everyone else around here. I'll help serve drinks.

( )Pause, Rick looks at Anne.
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RICK
You don't have to...

ANNE
I'm not just going to hang around doing nothing, if I stay 
then I contribute like everyone else.

LISA
I could do with the help...

RICK
Have you ever served drinks?

ANNE
How hard can it be?

LISA
I'll teach her.

RICK
If you are sure about this?

ANNE
Yes, it looks like I'm not going anywhere for a while, so I 
should work.

( )Anne walks to Lisa.

LISA
It's easy, I'll show you how...

(They go towards the door, Anne 
turns around. Lisa goes down 

)stairs.

ANNE
I don't know if you are a saint, or the devil in disguise... 
but thank you...

(She goes out. Rick smiles, goes to 
)the desk, pours a drink.

LIGHTS FADE

7 THE CLUB

(The scene changes again to the 
club. Rick is looking at Anne from 
the top of the staircase. She is 
being taught by Lisa how to serve 
the drinks, he sign "A groovy kind 
of love" as he looks at her form 
the distance. It's a dream like 

)sequence.
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RICK
When I'm feeling blue, all I have to do is take a look at 
you, then I'm not so blue, when you close to me, I can feel 
your heart beat, I can hear you breath in my ear, wouldn't 
you agree, baby you and me, got a groovy kind of love...

(He's moved down from the staircase 
)and he's standing by the bar.

RICK (CONT'D)
Any time you want to, you can turn me onto anything you want 
to any time at all when I kiss your lips, oh I start to 
shiver can't control the quiver deep inside, wouldn't you 
agree, baby you and me got a groovy kind of love.

(During the music, in a dream like 
sequence, we see Rick grabbing 
Anne and dance around with her. 
They dance and then he lets her go 

)and goes back to the bar.

RICK (CONT'D)
When I'm feeling blue, all I have to do is take a look at 
you, then I'm not so blue, when I'm in your arms, nothing 
seems to matter my hole world can shatter I don't care, 
wouldn't you agree, baby you and me got a groovy kind of 
love. We've got a groovy kind of love, we've got a groovy 
kind of love...

RICK (CONT'D)
We've got a groovy kind of love...

(As the music finishes, we see Dave 
)approach Rick from behind.

DAVE
Are you ok mate?

( )Rick jumps startled.

RICK
God! You scared the shit out of me! I was miles away...

( )He looks at Anne.

RICK (CONT'D)
She good isn't she?

DAVE
She's alright...

RICK
It's great to see new blood here...

DAVE
Yea...
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(Rick looks at Anne form the 
distance. Dave looks at Rick. 
After a moment Rick turns around 

)and looks at Dave.

RICK
What?

DAVE
Nothing...

(Dave turns to continue doing 
)stuff.

RICK
What?

DAVE
Nothing...

RICK
Come on mate, you were looking at me funny, what's going on?

( )Dave hesitates.

DAVE
It's non of my business...

RICK
Jesus man, speak!

DAVE
It's just wired...

RICK
What?

DAVE
The way you look at Anne...

RICK
Why?

DAVE
It just is...

RICK
What do you mean? Why weird?

DAVE
Look, its none of my business.

( )Dave starts to walk away.

RICK
Hang on a minute, you can't just say something like that and 
walk away.
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DAVE
Look mate, I don't want to get in trouble with you... This is 
your club, I like working here and it's it's none of my 
business what you do...

RICK
Dave, mate, I want to know what you meant by looking at Anne 
in a weird way?

DAVE
It's just that... When you look at her, its as if you've 
known her for a long time...

( )Rick gets nervous about this.

RICK
What do you mean?

DAVE
I don't know... It's just the way you look at her, talk to 
her, is as if you knew her before...

RICK
Don't be stupid! I didn't know her before I brought her here!

DAVE
I'm just saying it looks weird...

RICK
Well I don't look at her in a wired way! Ok?

DAVE
Ok.

( )Pause.

RICK
Do the others think so too?

DAVE
Look it's not my place to say it...

RICK
Dave, for fuck sake, I'm having a conversation with you! Just 
answer the fucking question!

( )Dave looks at Rick.

DAVE
Yes...

( )Rick gets nervous.

RICK
Everyone?
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DAVE
What does it matter?

RICK
It fucking matters! I don't want Anne to freak out on me!

( )Pause.

DAVE
Look, like I said, it's none of my business and I don't know 
what's going on between you and Anne...

RICK
Nothing's going on!

( )Anne comes over.

ANNE
Hey...

RICK
How's it going?

ANNE
Good, I think. It seems straight forward... It's more about 
remembering all the different drinks.

RICK
You'll get there...

( )Lisa comes over.

LISA
She is Fab!

ANNE
Really?

LISA
For sure. Glad to have you on board!

ANNE
Thanks.

(Rick has been looking at Anne. 
There is a pause. Rick realizes 

)this.

RICK
Good, anyhow, keep going... Good... I'm going... To... Go.... 
Outside... See you later... 

(Rick goes out the door. There is 
)an awkward moment.
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LISA
Right, shall we continue?

ANNE
Sure...

( )They walk away.

(The music to "Inside Out" starts 
)and the scene changes.

CHANGE TO ALLEY
WAY

8 ALLEY WAY

(We see Rick burst out of the door 
onto the street alley next to the 

)club.

RICK
Fuck!

RICK (CONT'D)
Inside Out... Oh you got me Inside Out. Inside Out...Oh 
Inside Out...

(He walks to the side of the stage 
)and leans against the wall.

RICK (CONT'D)
Now everybody keeps on telling me how to be, everybody tells 
do what they say... I tell myself, it's up to me and no one 
else, but till I'm ready just keep out of my way...

RICK (CONT'D)
Inside Out... Oh you got me Inside Out. Inside Out...Oh 
Inside Out...

( )He paces up and down.

RICK (CONT'D)
Now everybody is got me turning round, up and down. And here 
I am, going out of my mind. But I won't loose sight oh no, of 
the things I'm looking for they're coming to me and I'm 
taking what's mine!

RICK (CONT'D)
Inside Out... Oh you got me Inside Out. Inside Out...Oh 
Inside Out...

(He walks and leans on the wall 
)with his head against it.
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RICK (CONT'D)
Oh baby yea, we make the same mistakes, and all I'm saying, 
if we can give it time, hold on, hold on,

RICK (CONT'D)
Inside Out... Oh you got me Inside Out. Inside Out...Oh 
Inside Out...

RICK (CONT'D)
All of my life I've been searching and hanging on, till I 
know what I found, but now you're back again like you never 
went away, oh let me in I'm though with wasting my time...

RICK (CONT'D)
Inside Out... Oh you got me Inside Out. Inside Out...Oh 
Inside Out...

(As the music finishes, we see Rose 
)come in.

ROSE
Hey, what's up?

RICK
Nothing, just getting some fresh air...

(Rose looks at him, she walks 
)towards him.

ROSE
You seem to be getting a lot of fresh air nowadays...

( )He avoids the conversation.

RICK
Anyway, I'm going back in...

( )He starts to walk.

ROSE
Wait a moment Rick.

( )He stops in his tracks.

ROSE (CONT'D)
You and I've been through thick and thin right?

RICK
Sure...

ROSE
And what we have is because we build it... Together... Right?

RICK
What's this about?
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ROSE
Right?

RICK
Right.

ROSE
And do you remember what we said?

RICK
Just you and I, together for ever...

ROSE
Just you and I, together for ever...

RICK
What are you getting at Rose?

ROSE
The day we walked away from home, was the day we knew it was 
just you and me, through thick and thin. Rick you're my 
brother... My little brother. I know you like the palm of my 
hand. And I know there's something going on...

( )Rick starts to walk away.

RICK
Nothing's going on!

ROSE
Rick Stop!

( )He stops in his tracks.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Let's talk about Anne...

RICK
I'm not having this fucking conversation with you...

( )He starts to walk.

ROSE
I know who she is...

( )He freezes. Pause.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Rick, what the fuck are you doing... Have you gone mad?

( )Pause.

ROSE (CONT'D)
This is fucking insane! How did you track her down? Why? 
After all these years! Why bring her here? 

( )Pause.
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ROSE (CONT'D)
Talk to me Rick!

( )Rick starts to shiver.

ROSE (CONT'D)
How did you find her?

RICK
( )shaking.

I don't know what you are talking about...

ROSE
Rick stop the bull shit! Talk to me!

(Suddenly he goes down to the floor 
and onto a curl ball as if having 

)a fit.

RICK
I don't know what you are talking about!

ROSE
Shit... Oh my god, Rick!

(She goes to him. Goes down and 
)hugs him.

RICK
I don't know what you are talking about...

ROSE
Shit Rick, how the fuck did you find her...

(Rose sits there comforting Rick, a 
slight rain starts to fall and the 

)music to "we fly so close" starts.

ROSE (CONT'D)
You silly boy... It's ok, I'm here... With you... It's ok... 
I'm here for you, as always... Anything for my boy...

(She holds him in her arms. He 
)comes down in her arms.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Your harbor lights are fading fast, soon they'll disappear, 
alone you sit in darkness, hoping someone might come near, 
though you wait, though you try, no one ever comes and the 
feelings that you have flood over you the river starts to 
run...

ROSE (CONT'D)
We fly so close, we fly so close, sometimes we fly too close.

(She strokes his hair as he rest 
)his head on her lap.
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ROSE (CONT'D)
Every place you run to, everywhere you turn, there are places 
that you know you should not go but some bridges just won't 
burn. All your life, though you try you cannot change the 
past and the ghosts that come back to haunt you, make you 
realize at last...

ROSE (CONT'D)
We fly so close, we fly so close, sometimes we fly too close 
we fly too close...

(They sit there as the rain falls 
and she rocks him back and forth 

)like a baby asleep.

ROSE (CONT'D)
You heart is racing much faster now, life passes before your 
eyes, something's we see, they make us smile, something's 
they make us cry, so we look, so we try to find a lesson we 
can learn, the passing of time hasn't changed your mind and 
the ghosts we know returns...You know we fly so close we fly 
so close sometimes we fly too close we fly too close...

ROSE (CONT'D)
We fly so close, you and I sometimes sometimes we fly so 
close we'll never know how many times we fly so close we fly 
so close...

(As the music finishes the rain 
)stops and the light fade.

LIGHT FADE

9 THE ATTIC

(We see Anne in bed, it's early 
morning and the dawn light comes 
through the window. There is a 

)knock on the door.

ANNE
( )sits up in bed.

Who is it?

ROSE
( )from outside.

It's me Rose.

ANNE
Come in.

(Anne gets out of bed and puts on a 
)bathrobe. Rose walks in.
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ROSE
Sorry, were you in bed already?

ANNE
I was just getting myself ready... What's up?

ROSE
I wanted to have a word with you...

ANNE
Sure...

( )Anne looks around.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Please sit...

(She moves some things from the 
chair, Rose goes and sit on the 

)bed.

ROSE
Come and sit next to me...

(Anne slowly walks to the bed and 
sits. Rose looks at her for a 

)moment, Anne looks back at her.

ROSE (CONT'D)
You are beautiful...

( )Anne feels embarrassed.

ANNE
No I'm not...

ROSE
So...

(Pause, Rose moves her hair from 
)her shoulder and holds Anne's arm.

ROSE (CONT'D)
What's your story...

ANNE
What do you mean?

ROSE
We don't know much about you... I want to know your story...

ANNE
There's not much to tell...

ROSE
Everyone has a story, specially around here.
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( )Pause.

ROSE (CONT'D)
I want to know yours...

(Anne looks at Rose and then gets 
)up.

ANNE
I don't remember...

ROSE
What do you mean?

ANNE
I don't remember.

(Rose looks at her and then goes 
)towards Anne.

ROSE
You don't remember anything?

ANNE
No.

( )Rose turns Anne to face her.

ROSE
Nothing?

ANNE
I... I don't remember much...

ROSE
What do you remember?

ANNE
I... I don't know...

(Anne turns away from Rose, she 
)pulls her back.

ROSE
Anne, look at me... Look at me!

( )Anne looks at Rose.

ROSE (CONT'D)
You must remember something. Where you come from, where 
you've been, something about your past!

( )Anne looks scared.

ANNE
I don't know... I can't remember!
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( )Pause. Rose lets go of Anne.

ANNE (CONT'D)
I'm sorry...

( )Anne gets teary and turns away.

ROSE
Look, I'm sorry, I'm... I'm just trying to help.

( )Rose walks to the door.

ANNE
( )softly.

I lost my way...

( )Rose stops and turns around.

ANNE (CONT'D)
A long time ago... I don't know when... I lost my way...

( )She turns to look at Rose.

ANNE (CONT'D)
I've been wondering the streets too long, I found myself one 
day by the side of the road... Lost... No memory or 
recollections of who I am or where I came from... No traces 
of my past... Of who I was... Just the clothes on my back... 
I walked for miles, and miles... I didn't know where I was 
going, which direction to take, when to stop, where to start. 
I wondered and walked... For days... For weeks... I wanted to 
get somewhere but where? I didn't know. The more I thought 
the less I remember... And the more I walked the further I 
got from where I started... 

( )Pause.

ANNE (CONT'D)
I can tell you every corner I've been too, every street I've 
slept at... Every scrap of food I've eaten since then... But 
I can't tell you anything before that. Its as if someone had 
erased my memory, and pressed record again, taping over my 
past and recording a grim present full of cold, darkness 
and... hate.

( )Pause. Rose walks to Anne.

ROSE
You are safe here now...

ANNE
Am I?

ROSE
Of course you are.
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ANNE
Why?

ROSE
Why what?

ANNE
Why do you care?

(Rose looks at Anne not sure how to 
)answer.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Why does he care?

ROSE
We just care, ok.

ANNE
All this time, I've been pushed around, from one place to 
another, none wanted to help, or know anything about me... 
Why does he care? I've nothing to offer, no one ever cared 
before...

ROSE
Look, Rick has a big heart, he likes to help people, he saw 
you in the streets and knew you needed help...

ANNE
But why me?

ROSE
If he left you out there you'd be dead by now... 

( )Pause.

ANNE
No one ever cared...

ROSE
Well we do.

( )Rose holds Anne's face.

ROSE (CONT'D)
We all deserve a second chance... This is your second chance. 
Here you will be safe... And at home.

( )Anne holds Rose's hand.

ANNE
Thank you.

ROSE
Get some rest...

(Rose walks away and Anne goes to 
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her bed. Rose stops and comes 
back. She tucks Anne in bed and 

)gives her a kiss on her forehead.

ROSE (CONT'D)
You are home now...

( )She walks away.

LIGHTS FADE

10 THE CLUB

(The music to "find a way to my 
)heart" starts

(We see Anne and Lisa working 
together serving tables, the club 
is half empty. Lisa approaches the 
bar and gets more drinks. Anne 
looks across the room and see Rick 
standing by the staircase, she 
smiles and waves at him, he waves 

)back.

(During the song we see a 
transition of scenes that denote 
time passing by as Anne and Rick 

)get closer.

RICK
Find a way to my heart and I will always be with you, from 
wherever you are, I'll be waiting.I'll keep a place in my 
heart, you'll see it shining through, so find a way to my 
heart and I will follow you.

(The scene moves to the alley way, 
we see Anne with Mimi and Lola 
smoking a cigarette and laughing. 

)Rick watches from the side.

RICK (CONT'D)
This journey is not easy for you I know, if your footsteps 
get to faint to hear I know, cause you know, questions are 
never that easy, and never the same, well you have the answer 
believe me, if you have the faith...

(Mimi and Lola go out and Anne sits 
there looking out, Rick approaches 

)her.

RICK (CONT'D)
Find a way to my heart, and I will always be with you, from 
wherever you are, well I'll be waiting, I'll keep a place in 
my heart, you will see it shining through, so find a way to 
my heart, and I will, I will follow you...
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(Rick sits next to Anne who looks 
)at him with a smile.

RICK (CONT'D)
Time may come and time may go, I know. And if you should call 
out for me I come, but you know...

(At this point the scene moves and 
Anne stands and walks towards the 
bar where Dave is telling a story 
to all the girls as they listen 
attentive and laugh, Rick watches 

)from the side.

RICK (CONT'D)
There is a code to be broken, and laughing around, without a 
word being spoken, without a sound, but there's no reason I 
have, downside by my hand and when I try not to stare up I'll 
be totally open for you to 

(Anne turns around and see Rick and 
smiles, she goes to him and they 

)sit at a table.

RICK (CONT'D)
Find a way to my heart, and I will always be with you, from 
wherever you are, well I'll be waiting, I'll keep a place in 
my heart, you will see it shining through, so find a way to 
my heart, and I will, I will follow you...

RICK (CONT'D)
Find a way to my heart, and I will always be with you, from 
wherever you are, well I'll be waiting, I'll keep a place in 
my heart, you will see it shining through, so find a way to 
my heart, and I will, I will follow you...

(As Rick sings, the scene changes 
around them and we are now in the 
roof of the building, Anne is 
sitting next to Rick and they 

)laugh.

TRANSITION TO

11 THE ROOF

(It's early afternoon and it's a 
warm day. Rick and Anne sit on an 
old piece of wood held by two cans 

)at either side. They laugh.

ANNE
No seriously, come on!
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RICK
Ok, let's try it again...

(Rick takes a bank note and holds 
)it in front of Anne.

RICK (CONT'D)
Ok, here is the 5 pound note, it's real right?

( )Anne examines it.

ANNE
Yes.

RICK
Ok, put it in your pocket. Make sure you are happy that it's 
there as deep as you can and there is no way it can be taken 
out without you knowing it.

(Anne stands and puts the 5 pound 
note in her jeans pocket and 

)pushes it down.

ANNE
This jeans are pretty tight, so if anyone is going to stick 
their hand in there I will feel it!

RICK
Ok, so stand there, pick up the news paper, you are on the 
underground.

(Anne takes an old newspaper and 
)stands as if in the underground.

RICK (CONT'D)
It's a busy day, so I'm going to get close, alright...

ANNE
Ok.

( )Rick stands just behind her.

RICK
Now this is the Piccadilly line, there are lots of people 
around you and I've just got on the train. You are trying to 
read your paper... Go on... Read!

(Anne picks up the paper and 
)pretends to read.

RICK (CONT'D)
The crowed behind me pushes me against you, they are going to 
close the doors...

( )Rick pushes himself against her.
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RICK (CONT'D)
Sorry...

( )Anne looks at him.

RICK (CONT'D)
Ah, don't turn around, you can't! It's pack.

( )Anne turns back.

RICK (CONT'D)
Sorry....

(They stand there for a moment. 
Rick looks at her neck. Anne 

)giggles.

ANNE
You are tickling me!

RICK
Sorry...

( )He moves slightly back.

RICK (CONT'D)
Right, we are approaching the next station.

(After a moment he does a slight 
)push.

RICK (CONT'D)
Train is stopping, we all move slightly with the force. And 
then I then get off.

( )He steps back.

RICK (CONT'D)
The train is now departing to the next station. You've moved 
on and I've left the station. Check your pocket.

( )Anne turns to look at Rick.

RICK (CONT'D)
Go on...

(She puts her hand on the pocket 
and her expression changes, she 

)rummages looking for the note.

ANNE
No friking way!

(She looks for the note and it is 
)gone.
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ANNE (CONT'D)
Oh my god!

RICK
And that's how simple it is.

ANNE
You are good!

RICK
Yea, not sure something I want to put on my CV... but a 
useful skill for when you are on the streets...

( )Pause. Anne looks at Rick.

ANNE
How did you end up on the streets?

RICK
Long story...

ANNE
I would like to hear it.

RICK
Some other time...

ANNE
You always say that! Come on Rick, I was on the streets, I 
know what is like...

RICK
( )slight angry.

You don't know what is like!

( )Pause.

ANNE
Sorry...

RICK
No, I'm sorry, I just don't think is the right time now...

( )He moves away, Anne looks at him.

ANNE
It's ok, I'm just interested, that's all...

( )He turns around to see her.

RICK
One day I will tell you, one day I will tell you 
everything... Not today...

ANNE
Ok...
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(They look at each other. They are 
interrupted by Lisa who comes 
through the door that leads to the 

)roof.

LISA
Rick, there you are... Rose is looking for you, she needs you 
to go downstairs to see her in the club...

RICK
Ok...

(Rick leaves through the door. Lisa 
looks at Anne who stands there, 

)Anne looks out.

LISA
Nice day...

ANNE
Lovely.

( )Pause.

LISA
So... What were you guys doing?

ANNE
Oh, nothing much... Rick was showing me his tricks...

LISA
Ah, yes, his tricks...

ANNE
Do you know them?

LISA
Yep, he shows everyone...

ANNE
They are amazing!

LISA
Yea for a thief...

ANNE
He wasn't a thief.

LISA
Well, technically, he was...

ANNE
He was on the streets, he was hungry.

LISA
So was I, and you, but we didn't steal!
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ANNE
Well, technically that's not true...

LISA
Did you?

ANNE
No pick pocketing, no, I would've been rubbish at that! I did 
take food... From shops... 

LISA
Shop lifting... I did too... I guess technically that makes 
us all thieves!

(They laugh. Anne goes to sit on 
)the wooden plank.

ANNE
I guess we all had to do what ever we could to survive...

LISA
I guess we did.

( )She sits with Anne.

ANNE
( )looks at Lisa.

Can I ask you a question?

LISA
Sure.

ANNE
Is he a saint?

LISA
Who?

ANNE
Rick.

LISA
Why you say that?

ANNE
I mean, why did he help me?

LISA
Well, I guess he feels he can help you. I don't know, I am 
not sure what he is... I mean, he runs a strip joint, not 
exactly a charitable organization...

ANNE
Yes but at least we all have a roof over our heads... Better 
than being out there...

( )Pause, Lisa looks at Anne
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ANNE (CONT'D)
How did you end up here?

LISA
Like most of us...

ANNE
How?

( )Lisa looks at Anne and smiles

LISA
I guess a little bit like you... I met Rick on the streets, 
we all did, he was passing by and he looked at me. He stop 
and started to ask me all sorts of questions. We got chatting 
and then he offered me a job. I was the last to come, I 
didn't want to be a striper so he asked me to serve drinks.

( )Pause

ANNE
He didn't ask me to be anything...I think he is a good 
person...

( )Pause, Lisa thinks for a moment.

LISA
Look, don't get me wrong, I like Rick, and I know he helped 
me, you and everyone else, but there is something about him I 
don't trust.

ANNE
What do you mean?

LISA
Like I said, I don't think he just helps people, he always 
has a motive.

ANNE
A motive?

LISA
You wanna know how Paradise was formed? Rick walked the 
streets for months looking for girls. He met Jojo, she was a 
street prostitute. He brought her to his dingy apartment. 
Jojo says he never tried it on with her but just wanted to 
"chat". He brought her to his apartment for weeks, paying her 
and doing nothing.One day, when Jojo arrived Mimi was already 
there, they sat and talked. I mean who brings two prostitutes 
to talk? One day he tells them both he wants to open his own 
business, a bar, and offers them a job... and that's when he 
set up Paradise. He then took the other girls from the 
streets to work here.

ANNE
But that's what I mean, is a good thing, right?
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LISA
No, a good thing would be to take them off the streets not be 
prostitutes any more! He just took them from the corner and 
put them on a stage!

ANNE
What about you? Your are not a prostitute...

( )Lisa looks down.

LISA
I was working the streets.

ANNE
I thought...

LISA
I didn't want to do it any more, I told him I would work the 
bar with Dave. At first he wasn't happy but Dave convinced 
him and he let me stay... Otherwise I would be in the streets 
again.

( )Pause.

LISA (CONT'D)
So no I don't think he's a saint.

( )Anne thinks.

ANNE
He hasn't asked me... To work the tables... So why did he 
bring me in?

LISA
I don't know...

( )Anne sits there thinking.

LISA (CONT'D)
None of us know. Is the same question everyone is asking...

ANNE
Everyone?

LISA
All the girls, they don't understand why you are here... We 
all think he likes you...

ANNE
What do you mean?

LISA
He likes you in a different way...

ANNE
Different way?
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LISA
Like he's never liked any of us...

ANNE
You mean he fancies me?

LISA
( )Lisa smiles

Why else would you be here? Think about it...

(Pause. Anne looks out. Lisa looks 
at Anne and then moves towards the 
door and goes out. Anne sits there 

)looking out. Rick comes back in.

RICK
Hey...

( )Anne turns to look at him.

ANNE
Hi...

( )She stands up and feel awkward.

RICK
Everything ok?

ANNE
Yes...

( )She doesn't look at him.

RICK
Are you sure?

(He moves closer to her, she steps 
)away.

RICK (CONT'D)
What's wrong?

( )Anne looks at him.

ANNE
Why did you bring me here?

RICK
What?

ANNE
I want to know Rick, why did you pick me from the streets?

RICK
What's this? I thought we talked about it? Did Lisa say 
something to you?
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ANNE
Rick, please I want you to be honest with me? If you didn't 
bring me to work the tables why am I here?

( )Pause. Rick looks at Anne.

ANNE (CONT'D)
So? Why? Please tell me, I want to know.

( )He walks away.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Rick, if you don't tell me I will leave.

( )He stops. Turns around.

RICK
Why does it matter?

ANNE
It matters to me.

( )She comes to him.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Rick, no one ever cared about me... And you have not only 
rescued me but showed me kindness and compassion.

( )He looks down

ANNE (CONT'D)
I want to know what you fee for me... I want to know why you 
do all this for me?

(The music to "Everyday" starts. 
Rick comes over to Anne and looks 
at her. Holds her hand and takes 
her over to sit on the wooden 

)plank

RICK
I got lost couldn't find my way, and I guess there's nothing 
more to say... Love can make you blind make you act so 
strange but I'm here, and here I will stay.

RICK (CONT'D)
So everyday I cried, and everyday I fall, you'd ever wonder 
why? Why I love, everything about you...

( )Anne smiles and blushes.

RICK (CONT'D)
But everyday I see, I try to make my heart be still. Cause 
everywhere there is to cry to send ourselves to sleep we 
will.
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ANNE
You pick me up knock me of my feet, I got no way to explain. 
Still I love and love and love this fire inside that will 
never see the light of day. So every day goes by, and every 
day I fall, it makes me wonder why, my life is worth nothing 
without you...

ANNE (CONT'D)
But everyday I see, I try to make my heart be still. Cause 
everywhere there is to cry to send ourselves to sleep we 
will.

RICK
You never know... No, no, no, no ,no. You never know just 
close were were, you never know, no no no no, you never know, 
no you'll never see...

ANNE
Look for the closes and we try to forget, but I know the 
things wont change, how we feel, how life goes on and that 
seems so strange...

RICK
And so the light fades away, try, try, try some day... 

BOTH
I can't stop thinking of you...It seems my life is worth 
nothing with out you.

BOTH (CONT'D)
But everyday I see, I try to make my heart be still. Cause 
everywhere there is to cry to send ourselves to sleep we 
will.

BOTH (CONT'D)
Every day, every day you know I try hard.

(The come close very slowly and 
they kiss. We see Rose in the 

)background looking at them.

( )The lights fade slowly.

END OF ACT ONE

12 THE CLUB

(2 month have gone by. We are at 
the club, still not a lot of 
clients. We see the girls working 
the tables, Lisa and Anne are 
serving the tables, Dave and Rick 

)are behind the bar.

(Rick starts to sign "Thunder and 
)Lighting"
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RICK
I never thought I would really get tired of playing games. Oh 
but I've been holding back too long. Now the time has come 
I'm going to get it right, now's the time to show them all 
they're wrong.

RICK (CONT'D)
My heart is basic thunder, and basic light, it would never 
strike twice. Oh but if it's true then, why can't you tell me 
how comes this feel so nice. Feels alright, feels alright, 
alright...

(He moves out of the bar and grabs 
Anne and pulls her into a corner. 

)They embrace.

RICK (CONT'D)
I never did believe in guiding lights, cause what you had in 
hope slipped away. Oh but there's is a feeling deep down here 
on my shoes, it looks like things are going my way.

(We see rose come in and pull Anne 
back to work, Rick smiles and goes 

)to the top of the stairs.

RICK (CONT'D)
My heart is basic thunder, and basic light, it would never 
strike twice. Oh but if it's true then, why can't you tell me 
how comes this feel so nice. Feels alright!

(He goes behind the bar and pulls a 
drink, then gives another to Dave, 
they toast. Rose comes and looks 
at both with a stern look, they 
put the glasses away, she walks 

)away and they laugh.

RICK (CONT'D)
I never did believed in second chance. You get just one crack 
at the whip and that's all. But if you play the game, you get 
cheated right... Oh but I'm not playing the game no more...

RICK (CONT'D)
My heart is basic thunder, and basic light, it would never 
strike twice. Oh but if it's true then, why can't you tell me 
how comes this feel so nice. 

(As the music finishes, Rick looks 
)at Dave.

RICK (CONT'D)
Take a break, things are steady now, go and have a ciggy...

(Dave looks at him in a strange 
)way.
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DAVE
Really?

RICK
Go on, go, take 5.

DAVE
Ok, you're the boss...

(Dave grabs his cigarettes from the 
bar and goes out the back door. 
Rick watches Anne work with Lisa. 

)They both come over to the bar.

RICK
How's it going?

ANNE
Slow night.

LISA
It's always a bloody slow night!

RICK
It's not that bad!

(Mona looks towards the bar to 
)indicate she needs drinks.

ANNE
I'll go...

(Anne goes towards Mona who is with 
a Customer. Rick watches her. He 
then turn to look at Lisa who has 

)been watching him.

RICK
What?

LISA
Nothing...

( )Pause. Rick looks at Anne again.

LISA (CONT'D)
( )as she looks at Rick looking at Anne.

So what's the story...

RICK
What story?

LISA
With Anne?
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RICK
There is no story.

LISA
There's always a story.

RICK
Do you always spend your time gossiping about everyone?

LISA
I'm not gossiping, I'm just asking...

RICK
Well don't.

LISA
Alright, I was just asking...

RICK
Stop asking questions that have nothing to do with you...

( )Anne comes back.

ANNE
Mona wants a bottle of champs... 

RICK
Good girl, she's going for expensive stuff...

(Rick goes to get the bottle and 
)starts to serve it.

LISA
Where's Dave?

RICK
Having a ciggy...

LISA
Really?

RICK
Yea...

( )He looks at Lisa.

RICK (CONT'D)
Go with him and have a ciggy...

LISA
Really?

RICK
Really!
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LISA
Ok...

( )She looks at him not sure.

RICK
Go!

(Lisa goes out. Rick bring a tray 
)with a bottle and two glasses.

ANNE
I've never known why people drink this stuff...

RICK
You don't like it?

ANNE
Not really...

RICK
What's your favorite drink?

ANNE
I like hard stuff, Vodka and orange.

RICK
Classic!

ANNE
I guess I'm a classic kinda girl!

( )Rose approaches the bar.

ROSE
That bottle is going to get warm... So much chatting!

ANNE
Sorry Rose...

(Anne picks up the tray, carefully 
and for a moment she's going to 
drop it, but she keeps it 

)balanced.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Sorry!

ROSE
Break it and you pay it!

(She walks towards Mona. Rick looks 
)at Anne. Rose looks at Rick.
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RICK
She's good...

ROSE
She's alright...

(She looks at him again as he 
)watches her.

RICK
What?

ROSE
Rick, be careful...

RICK
About what?

ROSE
We said you would keep it under raps... For a while...

RICK
I am!

ROSE
Are you?

RICK
Of course I am.

( )Pause. Rose looks at him

ROSE
The girls are starting to talk...

RICK
For fuck sakes! Why do they always have to talk!

ROSE
You are giving them something to talk about.

RICK
I wish people would just mind their own business!

ROSE
It's impossible around here Rick, and you know it.

RICK
Well I'm getting sick and tired of it!

ROSE
Rick, you have to keep it under raps...

RICK
Why?
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ROSE
You know why!

RICK
Fuck that Rose, I'm tired of playing games!

ROSE
These are not games!

( )She gets close to him.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Rick, what you did has not been forgotten! She may not 
remember but there are people out there that do. It's not 
safe and you are playing with fire!

RICK
Fire? Fuck that Rose! I'll show them all what fire is!

ROSE
Rick, stop! Listen to me, you have to trust me on this...

RICK
I just want to get on with my life!

ROSE
What life?

RICK
This, what I have now! I found her again Rose, she doesn't 
remember anything, it's my second chance, I have to get on 
with what I have, and I don't care what you or anyone else 
thinks about it....

ROSE
Rick, listen to me!

RICK
No Rose! I'm fed up with this bull shit! I don't care what 
happens, I don't care any more!

(The music to "I don't care any 
)more starts"

RICK (CONT'D)
Well you can tell everyone who has done me a disgrace, drag 
my name all over the place, I don't care any more!

RICK (CONT'D)
You can tell everybody about the state I'm in, You won't 
catch me crying cause I just can't win, I don't care any 
more, I don't care any more, I don't care what you say, I 
don't play the same games you play...

(Rick is about to move away from 
)the bar but Rose stops him.
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ROSE
I've been talking to the people that you call you friends, 
and it seems to me there's a means to an end, they don't care 
any more...

ROSE (CONT'D)
And as for me I can sit here and buy my time, I got nothing 
to loose, if I speak my mind...

RICK
I don't care any more, I don't care no more... I don't care 
what you say, we never played by the same rules anyway...

(Rick tries to move again, rose 
)stands in front of him

ROSE
I won't be there anymore...

RICK
Get out of my way, let me by...

ROSE
I've got better things to do with my time...

RICK
I don't care any more... I don't care any more...

( )He walks around Rose.

RICK (CONT'D)
I don't care any more...

( )Stops.

RICK (CONT'D)
I don't care any more...

ROSE
( )speaking

You are going to fuck up!

( )He turns to look at Rose.

RICK
Well I don't care now what you say... Cause everyday I'm 
feeling fine with my self... But I don't care what you say... 
I'll do alright by myself cause I know...

(He starts to walk away, Rose 
)speaks.

ROSE
You are an idiot, you know that? You may have got away with 
it before, there are no second chances...

( )Rick stops, turns around.
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RICK
Cause I remember all those times when I tried so hard and 
they laugh at my face cause they held me cause, I don't care 
any more...

RICK (CONT'D)
And I really ain't bother what you think all means, cause all 
I want if for you is just to let me be... I don't care any 
more... You hear I don't care no more...

ROSE
I don't care what you say, I never did believe in much any 
way, I wont be there no more, so get out of my way, let me 
by, I got better things to do with my time I don't care any 
more...

RICK
You hear I don't care any more...

ROSE
I don't care any more...

RICK
You listen, I don't care no more...

ROSE
No more!

(They look at each other. Rick 
)storms off. Anne come over.

ANNE
Everything ok?

ROSE
Yes... Go and get Dave please, Rick had to go somewhere...

ANNE
Ok...

(Anne goes out, Rose shakes her 
head in despair. The music fades 

)away.

LIGHT OUT

13 ALLEY WAY

(Dave and Lisa are sitting smoking 
)a cigarette.

LISA
I'm telling you Dave, something's going on there.
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DAVE
How do you know?

LISA
Woman's instinct... Anyways, the way they behave around each 
other, it's not normal.

DAVE
What's normal around here! I think you are seeing things.

LISA
You can also tell by Rose's mood!

DAVE
What do you mean?

LISA
Have you notice her mood lately?

DAVE
Yea I guess she has been cranky. 

LISA
She also suspects something. She knows her brother, she is 
worried!

DAVE
About what? 

LISA
Him getting involved!

DAVE
So what?

LISA
So what?

DAVE
Yea, so what? Rick fancies Anne, she may like him too, so 
what? Let them get together and have babies!

( )Lisa looks at Dave.

LISA
You obviously don't know, do you?

DAVE
What?

LISA
Rick... He's not normal.

DAVE
What does that mean?
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LISA
Rick is sick on the head, he's a pervert and Rose has to keep 
him under control!

DAVE
Lisa, Rick runs a whore house! Of course he's a pervert!

LISA
No, I mean a bad kind of pervert...

DAVE
I don't even know what that means!

LISA
Trust me. He shouldn't be around women...

DAVE
Now that doesn't make sense! They guy employs women!

LISA
I mean alone! He should not be alone with women...

( )Dave looks at lisa.

DAVE
I don't know what you're talking about Lisa, Rick is just a 
typical block who happens to own a lap dance club...

LISA
It's not just me, all the girls think so.

DAVE
Well I don't see it like that...

( )We see Anne come in.

LISA
He needs to watch out!

ANNE
Who needs to watch out?

LISA
No one, we were just talking...

( )Lisa moves away.

ANNE
Dave, Rose wants you back on the bar, Rick had to leave 
somewhere...

( )Dave stabs the cigarette.

DAVE
No worries.

( )He goes to the door.
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DAVE (CONT'D)
I guess you ladies also need to come back in...

(Anne moves with him, lisa stops 
)her.

LISA
We'll be right in. Anne, do you have a moment?

ANNE
Sure...

( )Dave looks at Lisa.

LISA
We'll be right in... Go on!

( )He goes shaking his head.

ANNE
What's up?

LISA
Anne, I wanted to talk to you about Rick...

ANNE
What about him?

LISA
Here, let's sit for a moment...

( )They sit.

LISA (CONT'D)
Look, I know you've been here a while now and have settle in 
really well... But things are not as they seem around here...

ANNE
What do you mean?

LISA
When I first came I was like you... Thinking this was all 
good, normal...

ANNE
Lisa, you lost me....

LISA
Look I'll cut to the chase... You have to be careful with 
Rick...

ANNE
Why?

LISA
He's not what he seems...
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ANNE
I'm not sure what you mean?

LISA
He has a dark past...

ANNE
We all do.

LISA
No, this is different...

ANNE
How?

LISA
There is something about him we don't know...

ANNE
We?

LISA
Any of us here, we don't know about his past...

ANNE
So how do you know there's something wrong?

LISA
Cause you don't end up here unless there is something 
wrong...

ANNE
Well that's the case with all of us then! What's your dark 
past?

LISA
You don't get it...

ANNE
No I don't get it Lisa, I know you don't like Rick, but that 
doesn't mean he's a bad person or the rest of us can't like 
him....

(Lisa looks at Anne, Dave comes 
)back in.

DAVE
Ladies we need you... Now!

( )He goes back in.

LISA
I'm just trying to protect you... I like you Anne, I don't 
want you to get hurt...

(Anne looks at her. We hear Dave 
)shout from outside.
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DAVE
( )outside.

Ladies!

LISA
Trust me on this...

( )Lisa walks out. Anne sits there.

LIGHTS OUT

14 THE CLUB AT NIGHT

(The lights change and we are again 
at night in the club. The man are 
sitting at the tables while the 
girls dance around them. The music 

)of "Sussudio" starts.

(Amongst the regulars there is a 
group of young guys at a table. It 
is Charlie, Ben, Charlie's best 
friend, Tim, Charlie's young 
brother and Rob, Tim's work mate. 

)They are out on Tim's stag night.

BEN
( )as Lola dances around him.

There's a girl that's been on my mind, all the time, Su Su 
Sudio, oh oh.

ROB
( )as Jojo dances around him.

Now she don't even know my name, but I think she likes me 
just the same, Su Su Sudio, oh oh

CHARLIE
( )as Mona dances around him.

Ah, if she called me, I'd be there, I'd come running 
anywhere...

BEN
She's all I need.

ROB
All my life...

CHARLIE
I feel so good if I just say the word...

ALL
Oh, Su Su Sudio.

(Tim has been siting there looking 
at them, Mimi approaches him and 

)starts to dance around him.
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TIM
Now I know that I'm too young, my love has just began Su Su 
Sudio, oh oh.

( )Mimi seduces him.

TIM (CONT'D)
Oh give me a chance, give me a sign, I'll show her anytime, 
Su Su Sudio, oh oh.

BEN
Ah, I've got to have her, have her now.

ROB
I've got to get close, but I don't know how.

TIM
She makes me nervous and makes me scared.

CHARLIE
You'll feel so good if you just say the word, Su Su Sudio, oh 
oh

ALL
Just say the word... Su Su Sudio.

(They sit there being seduced by 
)the girls.

TIM
Ah, she's all I need, all my life, I feel so good if I just 
say the word... Su Su Sudio.

BEN
just say the word... Su Su Sudio.

ROB
just say the word... Su Su Sudio.

CHARLIE
Just say the word... Su Su Sudio.

ALL
Just say the word... Just say the word... Su Su Sudio...

(As the music fades away they sit 
)there enjoying the girls dancing.

(Mimi gets closed to Tim's ear and 
whispers. He looks at her and nods 

)in agreement. She goes to the bar.

( )Tim pull charlie to talk to him.

TIM
Bro...
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CHARLIE
Fuck off man, I'm busy!

TIM
Come on I need to tell you something!

CHARLIE
Tim, I'm busy here man!

TIM
Charlie, I think I'm in love!

ROB
( )listening to the conversation.

Yea... We all are mate!

TIM
No I'm serious... Charlie!

( )Charlie stops. Look at Lola.

CHARLIE
Give us a moment love...

LOLA
Shall I get us a drink?

CHARLIE
Sounds like a great idea...

(Lola goes to the bar. Charlie turn 
)to Tim.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
What the fuck is wrong with you man!

TIM
Bro, I'm in love!

CHARLIE
What?

TIM
Mimi.

CHARLIE
Who the fuck is Mimi?

(Tim points at the bar and Mimi 
)waves back.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Seriously? Tim you are getting married in two days!

TIM
Oh man, I think she's amazing...
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( )Ben joins the conversation.

BEN
Who's amazing?

TIM
Mimi.

BEN
Who the fuck is Mimi?

CHARLIE
Don't ask!

( )Rob joins.

ROB
( )pointing at Jojo.

Fuck me! She is hot!

BEN
Tim is in love!

ROB
You what?

BEN
He's fallen in love with Mimi!

ROB
Who the fuck is Mimi?

CHARLIE
That's Mimi!

(He points at the bar where Mimi is 
)with the other girls.

ROB
You are fucking kidding right?

TIM
She is so Amazing...

ROB
And you had one too many!

BEN
Tim, snap out of it mate! You are getting married!

ROB
I think he's had too much of the love syrup!

BEN
I told you not to get him those tequila shots in the bar!
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CHARLIE
( )looking at Tim.

Tim, mate, focus...

( )He looks at Charlie.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
You are not in love, you are here to get a dance, that's all! 
just keep your cool alright. just keep it under control, 
don't wanna get thrown out!

TIM
I'm cool, I'm just madly in love!

BEN
Ha, he's a gonner...

ROB
More like a gonner rea! 

( )They laugh.

CHARLIE
Tim, if you don't back off we are leaving!

TIM
Alright, take it easy...

CHARLIE
Keep it cool, ok?

TIM
Ok. 

( )Charlie talks to the other two.

CHARLIE
Let's keep an eye on him...

(Over at the bar the girls are 
)chatting.

LOLA
They seem to be rich kids on a school night out!

JOJO
We could make good money out of them.

MONA
And at least they are a change from the old dirty man!

MIMI
Mine is cute...

(They all stop and look at Mimi, 
)they laugh!
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MIMI (CONT'D)
What? He's cute.

JOJO
Yea and probably under age!

MONA
Yea, how old is he?

MIMI
I don't know.

LOLA
He looks twelve!

(Enter Rick, he is clearly in a bad 
)mood.

RICK
What's this? a fucking social gathering? Why are you girls 
standing here? Chop chop! 

JOJO
We were just getting drinks...

RICK
Do I pay you to serve drinks? No, that's why we have table 
service ladies! Now get back to the punters and do your job!

(They go back to the tables and sit 
)with the men.

( )Dave looks at Rick.

RICK (CONT'D)
What?

DAVE
Nothing.

RICK
I pay you to serve drinks, not to chat to the girls. If they 
come over to the bar and we have men with empty laps, do me a 
favor, don't keep them here, send them back!

DAVE
I's not my fault they come over...

RICK
I didn't ask you if it was your fault, I'm telling you I 
don't want to see them hanging around the bar!

DAVE
Alright... Take it easy...

( )Pause. Rick takes a drink.
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DAVE (CONT'D)
Seems we have a group of young lads on what looks like a stag 
do.

RICK
Make sure you milk them.

DAVE
We'll do.

( )Rick walks away.

(Dave sees him go up the stairs. 
)Lisa comes in.

LISA
Is it busy?

DAVE
We've got a group of lads in, looks like a stag do.

LISA
How many? 

DAVE
Four plus the regulars...

LISA
At last we have some movement!

DAVE
Where is Anne?

LISA
I left her outside...

DAVE
She needs to come in now, before Rick starts to ask 
questions, he's in a foul mood!

( )Mona come over.

MONA
We need some drinks...

DAVE
Lisa will bring them to you, go back to the table!

MONA
Alright... What's the matter with you?

DAVE
Rick doesn't want you guys by the bar! He's fucking taking it 
out on me so stay away, you want a drink, Lisa will come 
over!
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MONA
There's something wrong with Rick!

LISA
I told him that...

MONA
Ever since Anne came...

DAVE
Ladies, I don't want to get Rick on my back so move on from 
the bar and back to work!

(Anne comes in. Mona leaves the 
)bar.

ANNE
Hey it's got busy...

DAVE
There are about 5 pending orders, get on with it!

LISA
Come on Anne...

(Lisa takes a tray with drinks and 
goes over to the tables. Anne 

)looks at Dave

ANNE
Everything ok?

DAVE

(He places a tray with Drinks in 
)front of Anne.

DAVE (CONT'D)
Just get on with it!

(Anne looks at him and says 
nothing, grabs the tray and goes 
to the table and places the tray. 

)Mona is on top of Charlie.

ANNE
Here we have... Champs for two...

MONA
Thanks...

( )She turns to Charlie

MONA (CONT'D)
I'm just going to powder my nose...

(Mona gets up and goes to the 
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toilet. Charlie sits there looking 
at Anne, who is trying to open the 

)bottle but can't.

CHARLIE
Can I help you?

ANNE
No, it's ok, I've got it...

(Anne tries to open the bottle and 
)then knocks the glasses off.

CHARLIE
Here, let me help you...

(Charlie take the bottle and opens 
it, Anne picks up the glasses and 

)takes the bottle from Charlie.

ANNE
Sorry... Thanks...

CHARLIE
You are welcome...

( )He looks at her.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
It's harder than it seems...

ANNE
Yes...

(She pours slowly trying not to 
spill it but it bubbles over the 

)glass.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Shit!

CHARLIE
It's ok, it's good when it's spills over.

ANNE
I'm sorry...

CHARLIE
It's ok... Don't worry.

( )She tries to clean it up.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Don't worry...

( )He helps her clean up.
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ANNE
Thank you... And I'm sorry...

(As they clean they come close and 
Charlie looks at her. Pause. She 

)looks at him.

CHARLIE
What's your name?

ANNE
Anne...

(Pause. For a moment they look at 
each other. Charlie realizes he 

)knows her as he pulls back.

CHARLIE
Anne?

( )Anne looks at him strangely.

ANNE
Do I know you?

CHARLIE
Is it really you?

( )Anne looks at him.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
It's me, Charlie...

(There is a silence. Anne looks at 
him intensely without saying a 

)word. She breaks the silence.

ANNE
Excuse me...

(She's about to walk away, he stops 
)her.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Anne, don't you remember me... Charlie...

( )She pulls away.

ANNE (CONT'D)
I don't know you, you must have mistaken me for someone 
else...

( )Mona comes back.

MONA
Everything ok?
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(Anne walks away. Mona gets closed 
)to Charlie.

MONA (CONT'D)
So, where were we...

(Mona gets on top of Charlie and 
dances for him, Charlie just looks 

)at Anne walk away.

(Anne goes to the bar and stands 
)holding herself up by the bar.

LISA
Are you ok? You look pale...

ANNE
I need fresh air...

DAVE
Is everything ok?

ANNE
Yes, I just need some fresh air...

LISA
Do you want me to come with you..

ANNE
No it's ok, I just need to be by myself for a moment...

LISA
You don't look good, let me come with you...

ANNE
I said no! I just need to be by myself for a moment...

LISA
Ok... But call me if you need me...

( )Anne goes out.

DAVE
What happened?

LISA
I don't know, she came back from the table looking pale, as 
if she'd seen a ghost.

( )Rick comes to the bar.

RICK
What's going on?

DAVE
Anne's not feeling well.
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RICK
What's wrong?

DAVE
Don't know, she just went out.

RICK
I'll go and see her...

LISA
She wants to be by herself...

RICK
What if she's not feeling well?

LISA
Just give her some space...

( )Pause.

LISA (CONT'D)
I'm going back to work...

(Lisa picks up a tray and leaves 
)the bar. Rick looks at Dave.

RICK
What happened?

DAVE
Don't know, she was talking to that guy and just came over 
looking pale and left to go outside...

RICK
Who is he?

DAVE
I don't know, he is with the group of guys on a stag do...

(Rick looks to the table and see 
)Charlie.

RICK
Do me a favor, check him out, find out who he is.

DAVE
Ok, I'll try...

( )Rick turns to face Dave.

RICK
Don't try, do it!

DAVE
Ok!

LIGHT CHANGE
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15 ALLEY WAY

(We see Anne come out of the door 
into an alley way at the back of 
the night club. She is out of 

)breath and looks in a panic.

(Anne starts to sign "Against all 
)odds"

ANNE
How did I just let you walk away, just let you leave without 
a trace, when I stood there taking every breath with you... 
You're the only one who really knew me at all... 

(She walks and leans against the 
)wall.

ANNE (CONT'D)
How could you just walk away from me, when all I could do is 
watch you leave, cause we shared the laughter and the pain 
and even share the tears, you're the only one who really knew 
me at all...

ANNE (CONT'D)
So take a look at me now... But there's just an empty space, 
and there's nothing left here to remind me, just the memory 
of your face... Just take a look at me now, but there's just 
an empty space, and you coming back to me, was against the 
odds, and that's what I had to face...

( )She moves to the front.

ANNE (CONT'D)
I wish I could just made you turn around, turn around and see 
me cry. There was so much I needed to say to you, so many 
reasons why, you're the only one who really knew me at all... 

ANNE (CONT'D)
So take a look at me now... But there's just an empty space, 
and there's nothing left here to remind me, just the memory 
of your face... Now take a look at me now, cause there's just 
an empty space, but to wait for you, was all I could when 
that's what I had to face... Take a good look at me now, 
cause I shouldn't be standing here, and you coming back to me 
was against all odds was the chance I had to take...

( )She sits holding her head crying.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Take a look at me now...

(As the song finishes Anne sits 
crying. Rose comes out and looks 
at Anne. She comes close to her 

)and kneels down.
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ROSE
Anne, are you ok?

(Anne tries to wipe the tears from 
)her eyes.

ANNE
Yes I'm fine...

( )She gets up and composes her self.

ROSE
Are you sure?

ANNE
Yes...

(Anne looks like she is about to 
)cry again.

ROSE
Come here, what's the matter...

ANNE
Nothing...

( )Rose tries to comfort her.

ROSE
What's going on...

( )Anne cries on Rose's shoulder.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Oh my god, what happened... Was it Rick? Has he done anything 
to you?

( )Anne breaks away from Rose

ANNE
No!

ROSE
Come on Anne, tell me...

ANNE
There is nothing to tell...

(She walks towards the door to go 
)back in, Rick comes out.

RICK
What's going on, Are you ok?

ANNE
I'm fine...
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(She walks pass him when he grabs 
)her arm and stops her.

RICK
Anne...

( )She snaps.

ANNE
For fuck sakes! Leave me alone! You don't own me! 

(She runs out. Pause. Rick looks 
shocked at her reaction. He then 

)looks at Rose.

RICK
What?

ROSE
What's going on? What did you do?

RICK
I didn't do anything!

ROSE
Really?

RICK
Of course not.

ROSE
Then why is she hysterical?

RICK
I don't know Rose, woman's things I guess...

(Rose stands there looking 
)suspicious.

ROSE
I don't like this Rick, things are getting messy...

RICK
What are you talking about?

ROSE
Come on Rick, you know what I'm talking about!

RICK
For fuck sakes!

ROSE
This is going to end up badly...

RICK
Just drop it Rose! Leave it! I told you I don't know why she 
is upset, but it has nothing to do with me!
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( )Pause, Rose looks at Rick.

ROSE
Don't say I didn't warn you...

RICK
Why don't you mind you own business and leave me alone!

ROSE
It's my business when it affects the girls... 

RICK
She's not one of your girls...

(Pause. Rose turns and starts to 
)walk.

ROSE
You'd better get one thing straight Rick, you may own this 
joint, but I run it...

( )She goes out. Rick stands there.

LIGHTS FADE

16 THE CLUB

(We are back in the club. Enter 
)Rose. Goes to Dave.

ROSE
Tell me what you know...

DAVE
Not much, you'll have to ask Lisa.

(Rose goes over to Lisa and pulls 
)her aside.

ROSE
What do you know?

LISA
Nothing...

ROSE
Don't give me bull shit! Talk.

LISA
I told you, I saw nothing!

ROSE
Look here, I need to know why Anne is so upset, talk!

(Pause. Lisa sees Rick who's come 
in and looks at her talking to 
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Rose. He gives her a hard look as 
)if to say don't talk to her.

LISA
I don't know anything Rose...

ROSE
Talk!

(She looks at her intensely. Lisa 
looks across at Rick and Rose sees 

)this.

ROSE (CONT'D)
I'll talk to you later...

(She walks away from Lisa and over 
)to the bar, looks at Dave.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Where is Anne?

DAVE
She went to her room.

( )Rose walks to the staircase.

RICK
Rose...

(She lifts her hand as if to say to 
Rick to shut up and goes upstairs. 
Rick turn to Lisa and calls her 

)over, he speaks to both of them.

RICK (CONT'D)
First of all, not a word of this to Rose, do you understand 
me?

( )They look at him.

RICK (CONT'D)
Do you understand me!

BOTH
Yes...

RICK
I want you to find out as much as you can about this guy and 
his mates, and make sure they don't leave without me knowing.

( )They both nod in agreement.

RICK (CONT'D)
Lisa, tell me exactly what you saw?
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LISA
I don't know. Anne took some drinks and she came back all 
pale as if she had seen a ghost.

RICK
What else...

LISA
That's all I know...

( )Rick looks at both of them.

RICK
Ok, keep an eye on that guy, and get me more info!

( )Rick goes upstairs.

LISA
What the fuck!

DAVE
What's going on?

LISA
I've no idea!

DAVE
Go and get Mona over here.

LISA
Ok...

(She goes over and whispers into 
)Mona's ear.

MONA
Sorry sweet, I need to go for a moment, why don't you get a 
rest while I'll come back...

CHARLIE
Is everything ok?

LISA
Yes, not to worry, we just need Mona for a moment... Would 
you like another girl to come over and keep you company?

CHARLIE
No, it's ok...

(They leave. Ben looks at Charlie 
)who looks worried.

BEN
( )to Lola

Excuse me babe, can you give me 5 minutes, I need to talk to 
my mate?
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LOLA
Sure, I'll go and powder my nose...

(Lola goes out. Ben goes over to 
)Charlie.

BEN
What's the matter mate?

CHARLIE
Oh, nothing...

BEN
You looked worried? What's up?

( )Charlie thinks for a moment.

CHARLIE
Well... I... Not sure how to tell you...

BEN
Tell me what?

CHARLIE
Well, do you remember Anne?

BEN
Anne?

CHARLIE
Anne Richards...

BEN
Ha, yea, how could I forget! You fucking freaked out on your 
wedding day and run away!...

CHARLIE
Well... She is here...

BEN
What?

CHARLIE
She works here.

BEN
Shut up!

CHARLIE
I'm serious mate!

BEN
What do you mean she works here? Is she a prostitute?

CHARLIE
No, I don't think so... She's one of the waiters...
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BEN
Are you sure?

CHARLIE
Yes!

BEN
Positive? It's not someone that looks like her? We all have a 
double you know...

CHARLIE
I know its her. When I saw her eyes...

( )Pause. Ben thinks.

BEN
Don't freak me out Charlie...

CHARLIE
She looked so... Sad...

( )Ben thinks.

BEN
Fuck. Did she remember you?

CHARLIE
I don't know... I don't think so...

BEN
Good. Where is she?

CHARLIE
I don't know, she left after she served the drinks...

BEN
Did you speak to her?

CHARLIE
Yes...

BEN
What did you say?

( )Charlie pauses and looks at Ben.

BEN (CONT'D)
Charlie, what did you say to her?

CHARLIE
I asked her if she remember me...

BEN
You fucking idiot! 
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CHARLIE
I was shocked to see her... After all these years...

BEN
Did she?

CHARLIE
What?

BEN
Recognize you?

CHARLIE
No, I don't think she did... Or may be... 

BEN
Why would you ask her is she remembers you?

CHARLIE
I don't know, I was shocked, confused... But I don't think 
she remembers me. I look different, changed... 

BEN
I'm sure she remembers you, you left her standing at the 
altar!

(Charlie buries his head in his 
)hands.

BEN (CONT'D)
Fuck! We're going to have to go...

( )Ben goes over to Rob.

BEN (CONT'D)
Mate...

( )Rob looks at Ben.

ROB
Mate, I'm a little bit busy right now...

BEN
We need to talk...

ROB
Can't it wait, Jojo here was just about to show me some 
movement she call "the jojo"!

BEN
Rob, mate, I need to talk to you!

ROB
Alright...

( )He turns to Jojo.
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ROB (CONT'D)
My lady, please excuse me for a moment, don't go too far...

(Jojo moves away and goes to the 
)bar.

ROB (CONT'D)
What the fuck mate!

BEN
We are going to have to go...

ROB
What?

BEN
It's a fucking mess...

ROB
What?

BEN
Do you remember Charlie's ex he left standing at the altar?

ROB
Yea?

BEN
She's fucking here!

ROB
What?

BEN
Apparently she works her.

ROB
It's not Jojo?

BEN
Who?

ROB
Jojo, the whore I was with!

BEN
No, she's a waitress.

ROB
Not her?

( )Pointing at Lisa.

BEN
No, the other.
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ROB
What other?

BEN
She's gone out.

ROB
Where?

BEN
It does matter, the point is Charlie just saw the woman he 
broke her hart and destroyed her life! We have to go!

ROB
Oh man! I really was enjoying myself!

BEN
Go over and get Tim, I'll get the bill and we make a move 
before she comes back.

(Rob goes over to Tim and Ben goes 
)back to Charlie.

BEN (CONT'D)
Are you ok mate?

(Charlie has been sitting with his 
)head buried in his hands.

CHARLIE
No, I'm not ok...

BEN
I'll get the bill and we'll get the fuck out of here...

( )Charlie looks up to Ben.

CHARLIE
We can't leave...

BEN
What?

CHARLIE
We can't leave, I need to speak to Anne.

BEN
Are you out of your fucking mind?

CHARLIE
I need to talk to her...

BEN
Ok, you are not thinking this rationally.

( )Tim and Rob come over.
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TIM
What that fuck! Are you serious?

BEN
Yes, and now your brother wants to talk to her!

TIM
Charlie, you can't talk to her.

CHARLIE
Why not?

ROB
Why not? Is he being serious?

BEN
I'm afraid he is.

TIM
Bro, you can't talk to her.

CHARLIE
I have to talk to her. You don't understand...

BEN
Help us understand? Because what you are saying right now 
makes no sense!

(Charlie looks at Ben, he starts to 
)sign "this must be love"

CHARLIE
It must be love, I'm feeling, this must be love...

( )He looks at Tim.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
This must be love I'm feeling, this must be love...

( )He looks out.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Well I waited every day, just in case, she decided to call. 
And I can hardly wait cause I never thought time could pass 
so slowly...

( )He looks at Rob.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
It must be love, I'm feeling, this must be love...

( )He looks at Ben

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
This must be love I'm feeling, this must be love...

( )He looks out.
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CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Well happiness is something I never thought I feel again, and 
now I know, it's you that I've been looking for, and day by 
day, more and more..

( )Looking at them.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Well I know what you think, you've heard it before, don't 
tell me I know but this feeling inside my heart...

( )He looks out.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
You know I'm never letting go... Yes I think that...

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
It must be love, I'm feeling, this must be love..

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
This must be love I'm feeling, this must be love...

( )He looks at Ben.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Words can only say so much, it's hard to express, the things 
she does to me, the rarer thing I could ever dream it would 
be...And

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
It must be love, I'm feeling, this must be love...

( )He looks at Tim.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
This must be love I'm feeling, this must be love...

(As the song finishes, Ben looks at 
)Charlie.

BEN
Mate, you left the girl standing at the altar, without a word 
or explanation to anyone...

CHARLIE
I know, I went crazy, I freaked out, I needed to get away... 

BEN
You didn't come back for months... No one knew anything about 
you.

TIM
We thought you were dead...

CHARLIE
I know, I couldn't come back and face what I'd done...
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( )Pause.

BEN
You messed up her life...

CHARLIE
I know...

( )Pause.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
That's why I need to talk to her...

TIM
No, that's why you don't talk to her!

ROB
What are you going to say to her? Hey Anne, good to see you 
again, what are you doing working in this shit whole? Or by 
the way, sorry I didn't marry you but guess what? Good news, 
I'm still in love with you!

( )Ben looks at Charlie.

BEN
Rob's right, you can't just walk up to her as if nothing 
happened...

CHARLIE
I messed up back then, big time. I've never forgotten her... 
She was the love of my life...

ROB
Then why did you walk out on your wedding day?

(Pause, Charlie doesn't say 
)anything.

TIM
Ok, this looks like a conversation we want to have in the 
pub, not here, so let's get a move on...

CHARLIE
No, I'm not leaving without speaking to her!

BEN
Charlie, please now it's not the time or the place...

TIM
Yes, let's go, talk about it, you can always come back now 
you know where she is.

BEN
That's right, let's get out, come on mate, please?

( )He turns to look at them.
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CHARLIE
Ok, but I will come back and talk to her!

BEN
Yep, I'll help you... Now let's make a move...

(Rob is looking at the bar where 
)Dave is talking to the girls.

ROB
Guys, I think we should just sneak out, I got a bad feeling 
about this...

BEN
( )looks at the bar.

You are right, something's going on.

TIM
Do you think she's told them?

BEN
I don't know but we are not going to hang around to find 
out...

(They all get up and walk towards 
the door, Rob goes back to the 

)table.

BEN (CONT'D)
What that fuck are you doing?

ROB
We haven't paid! It's not Jojo's fault we have to leave. 
Besides she was doing a great job...

(Ben goes and grabs him and they 
)leave.

(At the bar Dave is talking to the 
)girls.

DAVE
We have to get info on these guys, Mona, yours is the one 
that talk to Anne before she freaked out, so please try and 
find out who he is.

MONA
And how am I supposed to do that?

DAVE
Use your woman's instinct! Suck his dick! I don't care but 
unless we find something Rick is going to blow up his top!

(He looks across to the tables and 
)see they've gone.
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DAVE (CONT'D)
Fuck!

LISA
What?

DAVE
They've gone!

( )They all turn around to look.

JOJO
And they didn't pay!

MIMI
Ooops...

DAVE
Forget about paying, Rick is going to go mad! He asked us to 
make sure they didn't go!

MONA
Oh dear...

LISA
Shit, he's coming...

(Rick comes downstairs, they all 
move away from the bar. Dave is 
left standing alone. Rick 
approaches him and Dave gives him 

)a smile.

DAVE
Hello boss...

(Rick looks out and see they are 
)gone.

RICK
Where are they?

DAVE
Well... You see... We were here... And...

( )Rick grabs Dave by the throat.

RICK
You dick head! I asked you to do one thing I you let them go?

DAVE
It's not my fault...

RICK
( )copying Dave.

It's not my fault... I'm going to fucking kill you!
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( )Rose comes down.

ROSE
Stop!

(Rick stops, turns around to see 
)Rose.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Dave, get the last punters out and close the club.

( )Dave sneaks past Rick.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Ladies, everyone to their rooms, and stay there.

MONA
What?

ROSE
You heard me, go to your rooms!

JOJO
Jees, its like being at school!

ROSE
Go to your rooms!

(The girls slowly go up the stairs. 
Dave is taking the last man out. 

)Lisa walks by Rose.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Not you... I want to talk to you.

LISA
Rose, I...

ROSE
Shut up and sit down!

(Lisa goes and takes a sit. Rose 
)looks at Dave.

ROSE (CONT'D)
You too...

(Dave sits next to Lisa, they wait. 
)Rick looks at Rose.

RICK
What do you think you are doing? This is my club!

(Rose goes to Rick and slaps him in 
)the face.
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ROSE
I had enough of your nonsense!

(Pause, they look at each other 
intensely. Rick leaves. Rose turns 

)to look at Dave and Lisa.

DAVE
Rose, we don't know anything...

ROSE
Shut it.

( )They sit there and look at Rose.

ROSE (CONT'D)
I know you are not stupid, and I know that you can work out 
what's going on. I need you both to understand something... 
Rick may be the biggest ass hole in the world, he may be a 
piece of shit and at times and idiot... But he's my brother, 
he's my flesh and bone and he is all I have in this world. 
It's my job to protect him, to look out for him. We made a 
pact, I can't let anything or anyone hurt him...

(She goes over to the bar and 
serves herself a drink. Looks at 

)it and looks at Dave and Lisa.

ROSE (CONT'D)
I don't know what you know or not, but I need you both to 
help me protect him... You owe it to him.

( )She drinks.

DAVE
How?

( )She looks at Dave.

LIGHTS FADE

17 THE ROOF

(We see Anne standing at the edge 
of the roof looking out, it's 
night. On both side of the stage 
at the front we see Rick and 
Charlie, under a spot light. They 

)sign "Can't turn back the years"

RICK
Could've given you everything that you need, but I can not 
turn back the years...
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CHARLIE
The perfect love is all you wanted from me, but I can not 
turn back the years...

ANNE
So I had to be strong, and I'm finding that hard, I had to 
move on, no matter how hard I tried...

CHARLIE
Your heart's in pieces, you looked for the truth.

RICK
And when I look, deep down inside I know...

RICK (CONT'D)
It's too bad I love you...

CHARLIE
Too bad I love you...

ANNE
Some times, it's me in the morning, it's me at nights, but I 
cannot turn back the years.

CHARLIE
So I look out my window...

RICK
Turn off the lights...

BOTH
But I cannot turn back the years.

RICK
Can't make it seem easy, when you are all that I see...

ANNE
Can't live in a dream, and I won't serenade the truth...

CHARLIE
People are hurting and they're looking to me...

ALL THREE
And I look at you... There's nothing more to say, it's too 
bad I love you, but I'm never going give up, no In love you 
and I'm never going to give it up, I keep holding onto to 
you...

RICK
All that I live for...

CHARLIE
All that I dream...

BOTH
But I cannot turn back the years.
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RICK
You're the water I drink.

CHARLIE
You're the air that I breath.

BOTH
But I cannot turn back the years.

ANNE
So I had to be strong, and I'm finding that hard, I had to 
move on, no matter how hard I tried... If you heart it's in 
pieces, you look for the truth, when I look, deep down inside 
I know...

ALL THREE
it's too bad I love you, but I'm never going give up, no I'm 
never going to give it up, I keep holding onto to you...Never 
going to give it up...You know you mean too much to me...

(As the music fades away, Rick's 
and Charlie's spot light fade away 
leaving Anne behind looking out. 
Lisa comes in and looks at Anne, 
she feels uncomfortable. Clears 
her throat to attract her 

)attention. Anne turns around.

LISA
Hi...

ANNE
Hey... What are you doing up so late?

LISA
Couldn't sleep... And you?

ANNE
Same...

(Anne looks out again. Lisa comes 
close to Anne and stands beside 

)her.

ANNE (CONT'D)
It's a beautiful night...

LISA
It sure is...

( )They look out.

( )Pause. Lisa looks at Anne

ANNE
( )not looking at her.

I know... you want to know what happened...
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LISA
Are you ok?

ANNE
Lisa, I've never spoken to anyone about it...

LISA
About what?

ANNE
About what happened to me, why I end up where I am...

( )Pause.

LISA
Do you want to tell me?

ANNE
I've never told anyone...

( )Pause.

LISA
I promise to listen...

( )Anne looks at Lisa.

ANNE
They say you only love once... Truly love someone... We all 
spend our lives looking for that love, and when it comes all 
you want to do is keep it, for ever, and be the happiest 
person in the world. But when that love is gone, without an 
explanation or reason, your world collapses around you. You 
life is no longer worth living any more. Your heart is in 
pieces and you cannot find the answers, there is no logical 
explanation why you lost that love, there is no cure, no 
remedy and the deeper you think, the deeper you sink and 
there is no way out, no light to shine on you, darkness takes 
over and you get lost... Lost in a world with no life, no 
sounds, no warmth, no love...

(Pause, she looks at Lisa and a 
)tear escapes her eyes.

ANNE (CONT'D)
I lost that love... Years ago... And with it I lost my soul. 
I lost my purpose in life, I lost my way.

LISA
I'm sorry Anne...

(Anne moves away and goes and sits 
on the wood plank. Lisa looks out 

)and takes a deep breath.
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LISA (CONT'D)
So what happened tonight?

( )Anne looks down.

ANNE
It was my wedding day...

LISA
Sorry?

ANNE
He walked out, just before we said I do...

( )Lisa sits next to Anne.

LISA
He walked out on you? On your wedding day?

ANNE
Without a word... And never came back...

(Anne wipes the tears from her 
eyes. Lisa looks puzzled and then 

)realizes what is going on.

LISA
It was that guy...

( )Anne doesn't say anything.

LISA (CONT'D)
It was... He is the guy that stood you up... That's why you 
were so upset! Oh my god!

ANNE
I didn't know it was him... Until I saw his eyes...

(Anne signs "I've forgotten all 
)about you"

ANNE (CONT'D)
I've forgotten everything about him... Till I saw again his 
face...I forgotten all the reasons I loved him, till I saw 
his face again. The memories are haissy now, I don't recall 
at all, there's nothing, there's nothing there just me, and I 
don't understand why I can't recollect my feelings, till I 
saw him in the eyes. I really don't remember all the things 
he said, till I saw his eyes again. 

ANNE (CONT'D)
Why's everything so haissy now I don't recall at all, there's 
nothing, there's nothing there just me, and I don't 
understand why...

(She stands and walks to the front 
of the stage, looks out. Lisa 
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)sits.

ANNE (CONT'D)
I can't recall your smile, touch of your hand holding mine, 
and I can't remember why, holding you seems so right...

(She stretches her hand as if to 
)reach Charlie.

ANNE (CONT'D)
( )Speaking

Tonight, when I saw him again for the first time, I knew it 
was him. And suddenly all the love, all the emotions, all the 
feelings and hurt came back... But I don't know why... I 
hardly remember why... He left me...

ANNE (CONT'D)
The memories are haissy now, I don't recall at all, there's 
nothing, there's nothing there just me, and I don't 
understand why I forgotten everything about you... Till I saw 
your face again... I've forgotten all those reasons I loved 
you... Till I saw you face again... Ooooh ooooh...

(As the song finishes, we see Rick 
enter. He has been drinking and is 

)not aware Lisa is there

RICK
Anne...

( )She turns to look at him.

ANNE
Rick? What are you doing here?

RICK
I need to talk to you...

ANNE
Where have you been?

(He gets close to her, she realizes 
)he's been drinking.

RICK
I've been doing some thinking... About us...

( )Anne is aware Lisa is there.

ANNE
Not now Rick, it's late...

RICK
No, hear me out, I have to tell you something...
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ANNE
Not now Rick, please... 

(She tries to move away, he grabs 
)her arm.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Rick, please let me go...

RICK
I need to talk to you...

( )He pulls her towards him.

ANNE
Rick, please...

RICK
Anne I love you...

ANNE
Please stop it!

(She pulls away from him and as she 
)does he see Lisa there.

( )Pause.

RICK
What are you doing here?

( )Lisa stands up.

LISA
I was... Talking to Anne...

RICK
Are you spying on me? Did Rose send you? Answer me!

LISA
No, I told you I was talking to Anne...

RICK
A little late for a chat don't you think?

ANNE
Rick, we were just talking...

(He walks towards Lisa, she moves 
)away.

RICK
Go to your room...

( )She walks towards the door.
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RICK (CONT'D)
Lisa...

(She stops, he walks towards her, 
Anne watches, he gets very close 

)to her from behind.

RICK (CONT'D)
( )speaking to her ear

No a word of what you heard, do you understand?

LISA
( )softly

Yes...

RICK
No to Dave, not Rose or any of the girls, is it clear?

LISA
Yes...

RICK
( )softly into her ear

Just remember where I found you... Just remember where you 
are... Go...

(She leaves without a word. Rick 
)turns to Anne.

ANNE
Rick, it's late, please can we talk about this tomorrow...

( )Pause, he walks around Anne.

RICK
What's the rush...

( )Pause. He gets close to Anne.

RICK (CONT'D)
Anne, I love you...

( )She feels uncomfortable with this.

ANNE
Rick, I...

RICK
What?

ANNE
I am tired, please can we talk about this tomorrow?

(Pause, Rick looks at Anne for a 
moment. He stands aside. She walks 

)to the door.
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RICK
What happened tonight Anne? 

( )She stops, freezes.

ANNE
Nothing...

RICK
You were upset.

ANNE
It was nothing, I was just tired... I'm tired...

( )Pause.

ANNE (CONT'D)
( )without looking at him.

Good night Rick...

(She walks out. Rick stands looking 
towards the door. The music to "Do 

)you know, do you care" starts.

( )He paces up and down, in anger.

RICK
You said you would, you didn't and I want to know why and 
don't make no excuses. You promise, you promise you better 
explain, though I don't know what the use is . You said you 
could, you couldn't now why did you lie, you made it look so 
easy. You did it, why do it? What was your point? Nothing 
while you tease me.

RICK (CONT'D)
Oh do you know... And do you care.

(He paces up and down. He punches 
)the wall.

RICK (CONT'D)
I said I did, I shouldn't cause I imagine you know, it 
happened once before. You see it, you steal it, you take it 
away and then comeback for more. I see you what you were 
because I saw you myself, its too late for your reason, you 
lying, you lying, you done it this time, I'm sick of all the 
cheating.

RICK (CONT'D)
Oh but do you know... And do you care. Cause I watch you... 
Every day I watch you pass me by, I'll get you, yes in the 
end I'll get you, just watch me try!

RICK (CONT'D)
Oh you make it hard, really hard but I'm trying my best, 
cause now inside I'm burning! You want it, you got it, take 
it and run, I'll hide how much is hurting... Oh do you 

(MORE)
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know... And do you care....Oh do you know... And do you 
care....

(Music fades. Rick takes his phone 
)and calls.

RICK (CONT'D)
Dave, meet me downstairs... We need to talk.

LIGHT GO OUT

18 ALLEY WAY

(We see Charlie come in, he is 
being careful knowing he should 
not be there. There is thunder 
heard in the background, there is 

)a storm approaching.

(He tries the door but it's locked. 
He is looking around trying to 
find a door or somewhere to go in. 
As he does he kicks a bin and 

)makes noise, he runs and hides.

(He waits a moment and as no one 
comes out he slowly comes out 
again and sits, looks again to see 
how he can get in without success. 
He sits on the street holding his 
head. The music to "I wish if 

)would rain down" starts.

CHARLIE
You know I never meant to see you again... But I only pass by 
as a friend...All this time I stayed out of sight, I started 
wondering why?

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Now I... Oh now I wish it would rain down, down on me, oh yes 
I wish it would rain, rain down on me now...Oh yes I wish it 
would rain down, down on me...Oh yes I wish it would rain on 
me!

(He walks around looking up to a 
)window with the light on.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
You said you didn't need me to lie... Oh I guess you were 
right, yea! I never meant to cause you no pain, but it looks 
like I did it again... Yea.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Now I... Oh now I wish it would rain down, down on me, oh yes 
I wish it would rain, rain down on me now...Oh girl I wish it 
would rain down, down on me...Oh yes I wish it would rain on 

(MORE)
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me!

( )We a loud thunder and lighting.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Though your hurt is gone, my is hanging over all of the time, 
and I know, we seen me doing it, doing it to you now, I'm 
just waiting on your say, cause I know, I know I never meant 
to cause you no pain and I realize I let you down...Oh yea, 
But in know in my heart of hearts I never gong to hold you 
again...

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Now I... now I wish it would rain down, down on me, oh you 
know I wish it would rain, rain down on me now...Oh yes I 
wish it would rain down, down on me...Oh yes I wish it would 
rain on me!

(We see Charlie stand here with his 
arms open and stats to rain, 

)lighting and thunder is seen

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Rain down on me, rain down all over me! Let it rain now, let 
it rain down, just let it rain down over me. Let it rain!

(As the music finishes, there is a 
storm and Charlie stands there, 
getting wet. From the back of the 
stage we see Anne come in. She 
stands there for a moment looking 

)at Charlie.

(Charlie turns around and see her. 
For a moment they look at each 
other. Slowly Anne comes close and 

)stands in front of Charlie.

(After a few seconds, she slaps him 
)in the face.

ANNE
You son of a bitch!

( )Pause.

CHARLIE
Anne...

( )She hits him again.

ANNE
You bastard!

CHARLIE
Anne please...
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(She starts to hit him 
)hysterically.

ANNE
You bastard! Bastard! Bastard!...

(He holds her as she breaks down 
)and cries.

ANNE (CONT'D)
( )softly

Bastard...

(They stand there, he holds her 
gently as the rain falls on them. 

)The rain starts to fade.

CHARLIE
I am so sorry...

( )After a moment Anne breaks away.

ANNE
Is that all you've got to say? Sorry? Do you know what you've 
done!

CHARLIE
I know, I know what I've done...

ANNE
Do you? Do you really? 

CHARLIE
I know I messed up big time Anne, I know I hurt you...

ANNE
Hurt me?

CHARLIE
I know I messed you up...

( )Anne steps away and speaks.

ANNE
I don't think you have any idea what you've done Charlie... 
You ruined my life!

( )Pause.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Take a look around you Charlie, in case you haven't noticed I 
am in a whore house! In case you missed it, I've been on the 
streets for the last few years! In case it scaped you, you 
fucked up my life by walking out! Walking out on my wedding 
day!

( )Pause.
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ANNE (CONT'D)
Yes you hurt me Charlie, yes you messed up! But it's deeper 
than that, you turned me into a wreck! I lost my mind, my 
soul! 

(She looks at him intensely for a 
)moment.

ANNE (CONT'D)
I wanted to die...

( )Pause.

CHARLIE
I don't know what to say...

( )Pause.

ANNE
Lets start with why?... Why did you walk out Charlie?

( )Pause, he looks at her.

CHARLIE
It's hard to explain... I... I freaked out...

ANNE
Freaked out? 

CHARLIE
Anne, I don't know what happened that day, but I regret it 
every single moment since. You were all I had... You were my 
life, my reason to live. 

(He gets close to her and tries to 
)touch her.

ANNE
Don't touch me!

CHARLIE
I wish I could tell you why I left, why I disappeared... But 
I can't, I don't know why...

( )He walks away from her.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
I loved you Anne... Still do, more than you can imagine... 
But it was all too much, too much pressure.

ANNE
What pressure?

CHARLIE
Do you remember when we first met? 
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ANNE
How can I forget... It was the best day of my life...

CHARLIE
That day, we made a promise... To always be together.

ANNE
And you broke that promise!

CHARLIE
I know... But we also made a pact, remember?

(She looks at him, they speak at 
)the same time.

BOTH
Just you and me, forever...

( )They look at each other.

CHARLIE
Just you and me, forever... All I wanted to do was to be with 
you Anne.

ANNE
And so did I...

( )Pause.

ANNE (CONT'D)
And so did I...

CHARLIE
But the pressure was too much.

ANNE
I don't understand, what pressure?

CHARLIE
The wedding, your family, friends...

ANNE
Were you frighten of commitment?

CHARLIE
No! I was committed to you, I loved you!

( )Pause.

ANNE
Then?

CHARLIE
I felt I was marring your family, your friends... Not you.

( )Pause.
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CHARLIE (CONT'D)
It was meant to be just you and me... Not everyone else... I 
felt suffocated!

ANNE
You never told me this...

( )Music to Survivors starts

CHARLIE
Because I wanted to make you happy, give you everything you 
wanted... The wedding seemed so important to you...

ANNE
It wasn't! I wanted to be with you, no matter what, all I 
wanted was you and me... Forever...

CHARLIE
And so did I...

( )Pause.

ANNE
No I never meant to hold you back...

CHARLIE
I never meant to turn away...

BOTH
Please forgive me...

( )They look at each other.

CHARLIE
No I never meant to break you heart, give me last breath 
before I do... Please forgive me...

ANNE
No I never meant to hold you down...

CHARLIE
I never meant to break you heart... Some how...

ANNE
Some how...

BOTH
We are survivors...

(The come close as they look into 
)each other's eyes.

ANNE
No I never meant to hold you back...
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CHARLIE
I never meant to turn away...

ANNE
Here we are standing here... Survivors in the night.

CHARLIE
Survivors in the night... No I never meant to break your 
heart...I'll away be here for you. Here's my word, take my 
hand survivors in the night...

ANNE
Survivors in the night.

BOTH
Survivors in the night...

ANNE
No I never meant to let you down, give my last breath before 
I do, all I ever wanted was to be right here, survivors in 
the night...

CHARLIE
Survivors in the night.

BOTH
Survivors in the night!

CHARLIE
When all is said and done... We'll find a way...

ANNE
To put all this behind us, we'll find some way...

CHARLIE
Cause you know, oh that I won't be leaving...

ANNE
Yes I'm here...

CHARLIE
And I wont be living...

ANNE
No I never meant to cause you pain...

CHARLIE
No I never meant to hurt you... All I want to do now is to 
try my best survivors in the night, 

ANNE
We are survivors in the night...

(They hold hands and look at each 
)other.
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CHARLIE
( )speaking

I love you Anne... I always have..

ANNE
And I love you too Charlie, I always have..

( )Slowly the come close and kiss.

CHARLIE
When all is said and done, we'll find some day

ANNE
We can forget all this, some how some way. And as long as I'm 
here there will be no worries any more...

CHARLIE
And all these promises I making now, I'll hold each day... So 
don't ever, don't forget, that I never ever meant to break 
you heart...

ANNE
All I ever wanted to was to stand beside you, survivors in 
the night...

CHARLIE
We are survivors in the night.

BOTH
We are survivors, yes we are survivors...

CHARLIE
Please forgive me...

ANNE
Please for give me...

(As the music fades, Anne and 
Charlie kiss. Pause they look at 

)each other.

ANNE (CONT'D)
What now?

CHARLIE
Let's run away...

ANNE
What?

CHARLIE
Let's run away, you and me, like we said back then.

ANNE
Charlie, this is too much... I'm not sure I can cope with 
this...
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CHARLIE
Why not, let's do it, let me give you what I should have 
given you all those years ago...

ANNE
And where do we go?

CHARLIE
Anywhere...

ANNE
It's not that simple Charlie... You've got your life... I... 
Got mine...

CHARLIE
Here? In this shit whole? 

( )She breaks away from him.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
What do you have here?

ANNE
Is not what I have...

CHARLIE
Then?

ANNE
Is what I don't have...

CHARLIE
What do you mean...

( )Pause.

ANNE
After you left me, I lost the will to live... I tried to take 
my life several times... Until my parents put me in a mad 
house... After a few months there, I couldn't bear it 
anymore, I knew I was not mad, so I scaped. I began to wonder 
the streets, not knowing where I was going... No one came to 
find me... It seemed as if no one cared. I lived in the 
streets for months, years... Trying to forget everything 
about me, my past, my life... And you. And the more I 
wondered the more I forgot. Eventually, I guess, I forgot all 
about you... All I had was me, and nothing else. I was ready 
to die...

( )Pause, she looks at Charlie.

ANNE (CONT'D)
And then, out of darkness came Rick, he picked me and brought 
me here. And for the first time in years someone cared... 
about me. Without a motive, or wanting something. They all 
did, in here, they cared and welcomed me into their family... 
Until tonight Charlie, they were all I had, a new hope, a new 

(MORE)
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life... I can't just walk away from them...

(Charlie looks at Anne and comes 
)over.

CHARLIE
Anne, I love you. I have always loved you and I lost you 
because of my own stupidity and fears. I've found you again 
and this time I'm not letting you go. I'm not going anywhere 
without you, and that I promise to you.

(She looks at him and strokes his 
)face.

ANNE
I love you too... But I need time... Time to understand what 
is happening... 

CHARLIE
There is nothing to understand Anne, it's just you and me... 
For ever... We found each other, it was meant to be, we are 
meant to be together!

ANNE
It's too much, too much too soon...

CHARLIE
Let's go away tonight and be together for ever...

( )She looks at him with a smile.

ANNE
That's why I felt in love with you...

CHARLIE
Why?

(The music to "why can't it wait 
)till morning" starts.

ANNE
You determination... But this time I need time Charlie, I 
cannot just walk away...

CHARLIE
Why not? 

ANNE
Because...

CHARLIE
You have nothing here, you don't belong here. Let's go, right 
now...

( )Sings
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ANNE
Why can't it wait till morning, we can talk about it then... 

CHARLIE
Cause I had a dream too many and my trouble where laying now 
any...

ANNE
Why can't it wait till daylight, things will seem much 
clearer then...I'm tired and my eyes are weary, and I just 
want you standing here with me...

CHARLIE
So close you eyes, I'll make it all so nice... But I don't 
want to think about what we said...

ANNE
And I don't want to know why we hurt ourselves.

CHARLIE
Cause I just want to hold you so close to me, it'll take care 
of itself...

ANNE
And I want to sleep so why can't it wait till next time... 

CHARLIE
Cause the time may never come...

ANNE
Stay here with your arms around me.

CHARLIE
I'm going nowhere without you... So close you eyes, I'll make 
it all so nice... For you...

(As the song finishes, they stand 
holding each other. Charlie looks 

)at Anne.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Come with me, tonight...

ANNE
It's crazy!

CHARLIE
I know! Tonight, it begins, you and me... Forever...

( )Pause, Anne smiles.

ANNE
I'm scared.

CHARLIE
I promise it will be fine...
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ANNE
Ok...

( )The smile and kiss.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Let me get some things from my room...

( )She goes towards the back.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Will you wait here?

CHARLIE
I'm going nowhere without you.

(She miles and goes out. Charlie 
stands there feeling happy. He 
turns around and sees Rick 

)standing on the side, he freezes.

RICK
Well, well, well... If it isn't Charlie Matthews...

CHARLIE
How do you know my name? Who are you?

RICK
It doesn't matter who I am, what matters is what you are 
doing here?

CHARLIE
I was looking for someone...

RICK
This late? The club is closed, the whores are a sleep...

CHARLIE
Who are you?

RICK
I told you it doesn't matter who I am. 

(Rick walks slowly towards him and 
)lights up a cigarette.

RICK (CONT'D)
It's a small world Charlie... Very small...

( )He looks at Charlie.

RICK (CONT'D)
I can't believe I didn't recognized you when you came in... 
You haven't changed...
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CHARLIE
How do you know me?

RICK
I know all about you Charlie... I know everything I need to 
know about you. I also know what you did... And how your 
broke her heart...

CHARLIE
Sorry?

RICK
I lost track of you, you disappeared...

CHARLIE
What are you talking about?

(The music to "in the air tonight" 
)starts.

RICK
I followed you, for a long time... I wanted so much to do 
it... To finish it all...

(Rick gets close to Charlie who 
)gets nervous.

CHARLIE
Finish what?

RICK
You... Anne...

( )Looks intensely at him.

RICK (CONT'D)
Me...

CHARLIE
I don't understand?

RICK
But now I have a second chance, and once again... You want to 
take away what's mine...

CHARLIE
What are you talking about?

RICK
But not this time, oh no Charlie, I won't let you walk away, 
you won't get away with it gain, not this time, tonight is 
the night...

( )Rick starts to sign
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RICK (CONT'D)
I can feel it coming in the air at night, oh Lord. And I've 
been waiting for this moment for all my life, oh Lord.

( )He gets very close to Charlie.

RICK (CONT'D)
Can you feel it coming in the air at night, oh Lord, oh Lord.

(Charlie takes a step back. He 
)backs onto a wall.

RICK (CONT'D)
Well if you told me you were drowning, I would not lend a 
hand, I've seen your face before my friend, but I don't know 
if you know who I am...

RICK (CONT'D)
Well that was then and I saw what you did, I saw it with my 
own two eyes, so you can wipe out that grin, I know where 
you've been, it's all be a pack of lies...

(Charlie tries to move away but he 
)has no room.

RICK (CONT'D)
And I can feel it coming in the air at night, oh lord, but 
I've waiting for this moment for all my life. Oh Lord, I can 
feel it coming in the air at night, oh Lord, and I've been 
waiting for this moment all my life...

(He gets very closed to Charlie and 
)looks at him in the eyes.

RICK (CONT'D)
Oh Lord, oh Lord...

(Suddenly Charlie recognizes Rick 
)from the past.

CHARLIE
Rick?

RICK
Hello Charlie...

CHARLIE
Well I remember, I remember don't worry, how could I ever 
forget, it's the first time, the last time we ever met...

( )He breaks away.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
But I know the reason why you keep this silence up, no use in 
fool me, but the hurt doesn't show, cause the pain is too 
gross, so stranger to you and me!
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(Dave appears from behind and gets 
hold of Charlie and Rick punches 
him several time in the stomach. 
As he signs he kicks Charlie 

)repeatedly

RICK
I can feel it coming in the air at night, oh lord, but I've 
waiting for this moment for all my life. Oh Lord, I can feel 
it coming in the air at night, oh Lord, and I've been waiting 
for this moment all my life...

(Charlie goes onto his knees. Rick 
)starts to kick him violently.

DAVE
Take it easy man...

(Rick ignores him and continues, 
)Dave steps away.

DAVE (CONT'D)
Rick, man, you are going to kill him!

(Rick continues. Dave pushes Rick 
)away.

DAVE (CONT'D)
Rick!

(Rick stands aside, as if possessed 
he is breathing heavily. After a 
moment he launches towards Charlie 
again and kicks him, Dave stops 

)him.

RICK
You son of a bitch!

DAVE
Take it easy...

( )Pushes Rick away.

DAVE (CONT'D)
Jees man, what's come over you! You fucking want to kill him?

( )Rick looks at Dave.

DAVE (CONT'D)
Who's this guy?

(Silence. Rick looks at Charlie 
)intensely.
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DAVE (CONT'D)
Rick, what's going on? Who the fuck is this guy?

( )Rick spits on Charlie.

RICK
He's no one...

DAVE
Don't look like it! The way you look at him, it seems as if 
you know him...

( )Charlie lifts his head up.

CHARLIE
Come on Rick, tell him...

( )Charlie looks at Dave.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
We are old pals...

DAVE
You what?

( )He turns to Rick.

DAVE (CONT'D)
Rick, what's he talking about?

( )Rick doesn't say anything.

CHARLIE
What's up Rick, can't speak? Go on, tell your henchman who 
you really are? Tell him all about you and Anne...

RICK
Shut the fuck up!

(Rick launches again and starts to 
kick Charlie, Dave tries to stop 
him but he has such force and 
anger he pushes Dave out of the 

)way. He kicks Charlie.

RICK (CONT'D)
Shut the fuck up! Shut the fuck up!

(Enter Rose in her dressing gown, 
she sees Rick and tries to stop 

)him.

ROSE
Rick stop it!

(Between Rose and Dave pull Rick 
)away.
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ROSE (CONT'D)
What's going on? Who is this man?Who is he?...

( )She looks at him.

ROSE (CONT'D)
You were in the club tonight...

( )She turns to Rick and Dave.

ROSE (CONT'D)
What's going on?

( )From the ground Charlie looks up.

CHARLIE
Hello Rose...

(She turns to look at him again, 
)she is confused.

ROSE
How do you know my name?

( )She turns to Rick.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Who is he?

( )Rick doesn't answer.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Answer me!

( )Rick doesn't answer.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Dave, who is this man?

DAVE
I don't know...

(Rose turns around and looks at 
)Charlie.

ROSE
Who are you?

CHARLIE
Come on Rick, you didn't tell your sister I was back?

ROSE
What is he talking about Rick? 

( )She turns to Charlie.
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ROSE (CONT'D)
You'd better start talking sunshine or I'll kick the shit out 
of you myself!

(Enter Anne, she see what's going 
)on and runs to Charlie.

ANNE
Charlie!

( )Rose looks at Charlie.

ROSE
Charlie?

(She realizes who he is, She turns 
)to Rick.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Charlie Matthews?

(Rick looks at Rose for a moment, 
his face turns to sadness. Rose 
turns to look at Charlie. Anne 
comforts Charlie. We see the rest 
of the girls come in, they are all 
in night gowns and stand around 
looking at the scene unfold in 

)front of them.

ROSE (CONT'D)
What is he doing here?

DAVE
So you know him too?

(Rose turns to Rick and goes to 
)him.

ROSE
Rick, how the fuck did he find her? What is going on! Why is 
he here!

ANNE
What's going on?

ROSE
Answer me for god's sake!

LISA
What's going on?

(Charlie stands up, looks at 
)everyone then to Anne.
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CHARLIE
Ok, since he won't talk I will tell you what's going on...

RICK
Shut the fuck up!

CHARLIE
Let me tell you Rick's little secret...

RICK
I said shut the fuck up!

(He tries to go for Charlie but 
)Anne stops him.

ANNE
Rick, what is going on?

RICK
It's all bull shit!

CHARLIE
Is it?

RICK
Yes, it's all bull shit!

CHARLIE
Anne....

ROSE
Don't Charlie please!

CHARLIE
She needs to know!

ANNE
Know what?

RICK
It's all bull shit!

ANNE
STOP!

( )Pause, Rick looks at Anne.

ANNE (CONT'D)
I want to know what's going on...

MONA
We all want to know!

JOJO
Shut up!
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ANNE
Whatever it is, I need to know what's going on...

(Rick looks at Anne and a tear 
)drops from his face.

RICK
I've always loved you Anne...

( )Pause.

RICK (CONT'D)
I didn't mean to hurt you...

(Rose goes to Rick and grabs him by 
)the shoulder.

ROSE
Rick don't...

RICK
I never meant for anything to happen... All I've ever wanted 
was for you and I to be happy...

( )Anne looks confused.

ANNE
Rick I don't understand?

RICK
I never meant to hurt you...

(Rose pulls Rick away from Anne and 
)hugs him.

ROSE
Come here Rick... 

( )Anne turns to Charlie.

ANNE
I don't understand...

( )Rose looks at Anne.

ROSE
It doesn't matter, It was a long time ago... You don't 
remember...

CHARLIE
But she deserves to know!

ANNE
Please Rose tell me I am so confused right now!

(Rose looks at her, moves away from 
Rick and goes to Anne, she looks 
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)at her.

ROSE
You were so young... So pretty...

( )She strikes her hair.

ROSE (CONT'D)
You were so perfect...

( )Pause.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Everyone knew it was impossible, it would never work...

(She turns to look at Rick who is 
)curled up looking to the floor.

ROSE (CONT'D)
But he was obsessed by you... Poor boy... He was an outcast, 
a loner... The local weirdo...

( )She turns to Anne.

ROSE (CONT'D)
But your beauty mesmerized him... And others...

(She looks at Charlie. Then turns 
)to Rick again.

ROSE (CONT'D)
We try to keep him away from you, as far as we could, it 
wasn't easy... As long as he could just watch you, see you 
from across the street... That kept him calm...

(She goes to Rick and lifts his 
)face up.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Then our parents split, mum was a drunk and dad... Well he 
didn't give a shit... So we had to move... They try to split 
us up, and that made it worse... So we run away... I had to 
take him away from it all... From you.

( )She turns to Anne again.

ROSE (CONT'D)
But his obsession, his desire to see you became more and 
more... I knew he would sneak back to the neighborhood from 
time to time to see you, no harm done... As long as he could 
just see you form across the street. But one day, he didn't 
come home... I knew something was wrong...

( )She walks to Charlie.
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ROSE (CONT'D)
You had met a young man, his name was Charlie, and you had 
fallen head over heels for him... This was to be the turning 
point in all of our lives...

ANNE
I don't understand Rose... I don't remember anything of what 
your are saying...

( )She turns to Anne.

ROSE
He never meant to hurt you... That I can assure you. You were 
all he ever wanted... so why would he hurt you!

ANNE
What do you mean hurt me?

( )Pause.

ROSE
When Rick found out that Charlie had come into your life, he 
went mad... He took you away... Far away...

CHARLIE
He kidnapped you!

ROSE
He took you away! All he wanted was to be with you!

ANNE
Took me away? Where? And why can't I remember any of this?

ROSE
They eventually found where he had taken you. They try to 
negotiate with him as if he was a kidnapper... He didn't want 
anything but you.

CHARLIE
He tried to kill you!

( )They all gasp.

ROSE
He didn't mean to push you!

(Pause. Everyone looks in 
)astonishment at this.

ROSE (CONT'D)
He was protecting you, they fire at him but he thought they 
were shooting at you... You fell from the roof and hit your 
head... You lost consciousness and your memory...

( )Anne looks horrified at this.
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CHARLIE
And he ran away... Like a coward... They should've put him in 
jail!

(Anne stands there looking at Rick, 
)she goes towards him.

ANNE
Is this true?

( )He doesn't answer.

ANNE (CONT'D)
Rick, is this true?

( )He looks at her.

RICK
Please forgive me...

(She looks at him horrified and 
)moves away, she goes to Charlie.

ANNE
And you knew all this?

CHARLIE
We couldn't tell you, the doctors had advised us not to tell 
you what happened...

( )Anne moves away thinking.

ANNE
My entire life has been a pack of lies...

RICK
NO!

(Everyone turns to look at Rick. 
The music of "both sides of the 

)story" starts

RICK (CONT'D)
They made it a pack of lies, I've always been there...

CHARLIE
They should have locked you up all those years ago... And 
thrown away the key!

( )Rick goes towards Charlie.

RICK
You think you know everything, with your perfect life!

CHARLIE
What I know is that I can see in front of me, and I see the 
same sick weirdo I knew all those years ago...
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RICK
I am not sick! I'm not a weirdo, I'm a nice boy, a good 
man... It's the world that has turned me into what I am....

( )Rick signs

RICK (CONT'D)
Find yourself in the gutter, in a lonely part of town, we did 
wait in the darkens with a penknife, to cut some stranger 
down. Sleeping with an empty bottle, is the sign of an empty 
hearted man...

( )He looks at Charlie

RICK (CONT'D)
All he needs is a job and a little respect so he can get out 
while he can, we always need to hear both sides of the story, 
both sides of the story...

RICK (CONT'D)
Neighborhood piece is shattered, it's the middle of the 
night...

( )He turns to look at Rose

RICK (CONT'D)
Young faces hide in the shadows while they watch their mother 
and father fight. He says she's been unfaithful, she says her 
love for him is gone, and the brother shrids to his sister 
and says it looks like is just us from now on, we always need 
to hear both sides of the story, both sides of the story.

(He turns and walks around looking 
)at everyone

RICK (CONT'D)
And the lights are all on, the world is watching now, people 
looking for truth, we must have faith and now be sure, before 
we close our eyes, and walk away from here, until you hear 
both sides... Oh no no no!

(Rick walks towards Charlie and 
Anne jumps in front of him. Rose 
hold his by the arm and pulls him 

)back

ROSE
( )speaking

Rick... Don't, it's not worth it...

(Anne ends standing between Rick 
and Charlie. Rose stands behind 
Rick and Dave stands next to him. 
The girls are all together one 
side of the stage behind Rose and 
Dave. Rick looks at Anne and draws 
a line in front of her with his 
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)feet

RICK
( )signs

Here we are all gather in what seems to be the center of the 
storm. Someone I gave my trust is standing behind of the line 
that has been drawn. There's been fighting here, and now 
she's kicking me in the teeth, while her friends line up in 
front of her sadly, now united in defeat...Oh we always need 
to hear both sides of the story...

(He walks away from Anne shaking 
)his head.

RICK (CONT'D)
And the lights are all on, the world is watching now, people 
looking for truth, we must have faith and now be sure, before 
we close our eyes, and walk away from here, until you see 
both sides... Oh no no no!

(He stands there for a moment 
looking out into the audience. 
Then suddenly turns and goes for 
Charlie and pushes him against the 
wall, he has a gun in his hand and 

)points it at him, he turns to Anne

RICK (CONT'D)
Back off!

ROSE
Rick!

RICK
Back off! All of you! Now!

(Rose grabs Anne they look in 
)despair.

RICK (CONT'D)
A man turns a corner, finds himself within a different 
world... Another man grabs his shoulder, throws him up 
against the wall...

(He get close to charlie with the 
)gun to his face.

RICK (CONT'D)
He says would you respect me if I didn't have this gun?

( )He turns to look at everyone.

RICK (CONT'D)
Cause with out it I don't get it, and that's why I carry 
one...

(He get very close face to face 
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)with Charlie.

RICK (CONT'D)
We always need to hear both sides of the story... Both sides 
of the story... Oh both sides of the story, yes both side of 
the story...

ROSE
Rick, please put the gun down...

( )He turns to look at Rose.

RICK
Oh both sides of the story... Both sides of the story....

( )He gives her a sad smile.

RICK (CONT'D)
Both sides of the story...

(He turns to look at Charlie again 
and puts the gun against his chest 

)and gets very close to him.

RICK (CONT'D)
Both sides both sides of the story...

ANNE
( )speaking

Please Rick...

( )He turns to look at Anne.

RICK
Both sides of the story...

(She looks at him and shakes her 
)head in plea.

ANNE
( )softly

Please Rick don't do it...

( )He looks at her sad.

RICK
Oh both sides of the story...

( )He turns to Charlie.

RICK (CONT'D)
Both sides of the story... Must here both sides of the 
story...

(They look at each other and there 
is a silence then a gun shot. 

)Everyone gasps.
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ANNE
NO!

(Everyone freezes and both men 
stand there close looking at each 
other. Slowly Rick puts his hand 
down and drops the gun on the 
floor and slowly drops onto the 
floor. We see Charlie stand there 
in shock. Rick fall onto the 
floor, he is bleeding on his 
chest. Rose runs to Rick's side 

)and Anne to Charlie.

ROSE
RICK!

(She goes to her knees and picks 
Rick up, everyone comes close and 

)hold each other in shock.

ROSE (CONT'D)
Rick...

(She starts to cry and he looks at 
)her, she looks at his wound

ROSE (CONT'D)
What have you done you silly boy...

(Rick looks at her and speaks 
)slowly trying to gasp for air

RICK
Don't cry Rose...

ROSE
Oh Rick... Don't talk...

( )They look at each other

ROSE (CONT'D)
You stupid boy!

( )Dave turns to Jojo.

DAVE
Call an ambulance...

(She goes out.The music to "Take me 
)home" starts

RICK
No need...
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ROSE
Don't speak Rick, we'll get you help...

(She looks at his chest, he is 
)bleeding badly. She starts to cry.

RICK
Please don't cry... I'm ok...

ROSE
You are not ok... Look at you...

RICK
I'm sorry...

ROSE
What for...

RICK
I broke our promise... Together for ever...

(She cries. Anne goes down to her 
knees and looks at Rick, everyone 
looks as he smiles and looks at 

)them. He sings

RICK (CONT'D)
Take that look of worry, I'm an ordinary man... They don't 
tell me nothing so I find out all I can.

( )He looks at Anne.

RICK (CONT'D)
There's a fire that's been burning, right outside my door.. I 
can see what I'm feeling, and it helps to keep me home...

( )He looks at Rose.

RICK (CONT'D)
So I, I don't mind... No I, I don't mind.

RICK (CONT'D)
Seems so long I've been waiting, still don't know what for. 
There's no point mistaking, I don't worry any more...

(He looks at Anne and holds her 
)face with one hand.

RICK (CONT'D)
I can come out to find you, I don't mind to go outside, they 
can't turn off my feelings like the turning off the light... 
But I, I don't mind...

( )He smiles at her.
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RICK (CONT'D)
No I, I don't mind...

( )He holds his chest in pain.

RICK (CONT'D)
No I, I don't mind...No I, I don't mind...

(He grabs Rose's hand in pain, he 
faintly smiles and closes his 

)eyes.

RICK (CONT'D)
So take, take me home... Cause I don't remember... Take, take 
me home, cause I don't remember... Take, take me home oh 
lord... cause I've been a prisoner all my life and I can see 
you...

(He opens his eyes and looks at 
)Rose and Anne.

RICK (CONT'D)
Take that look of worry, mine is an ordinary life... Working 
endless in this night light... Sleeping with is light... I 
have no far horizon... I don't wish upon a star... They don't 
think that I listen, oh but I know who they are...

RICK (CONT'D)
And I, I don't mind... No I, I don't mind... Oh I, I don't 
mind... No I, I don't mind...

(He shakes in pain again and Rose 
)holds him tight.

RICK (CONT'D)
So take, take me home... Cause I don't remember... Take, take 
me home, cause I don't remember... Take, take me home oh 
lord... Well I've been a prisoner all my life and I can see 
you... But I don't remember... Cause I don't remember...

(He looks out and as the music 
fades he takes a final breath 

)looking at Anne with a smile.

(Silence. The instrumental part of 
)"we said hello, goodbye starts.

(Anne looks down. Rose, with tears 
in her eyes looks at Rick and 

)closes his eye.

ROSE
Silly boy...

( )She look at Anne.
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ROSE (CONT'D)
Go... You are now free...

ANNE
Rose... I...

( )She interrupts her.

ROSE
Just gone Anne, there is nothing more for you here...

(Anne looks at Rose and then at 
Rick for a moment. She then stands 
up. Charlie hold her shoulder. She 
turns to look at him. She then 
turns to look at everyone, they 
look at her. There is a silence. 
Lisa smiles at Anne and nods as if 

)to say she should go.

ROSE (CONT'D)
You can all go too... It's over... There is no more 
Paradise... 

(Pause. Lisa looks at Dave, he 
looks at her and the others, then 
goes over to the other side and 

)goes down next to Rick's body

DAVE
Here's where I belong Rose... Rick put a roof over our heads, 
this is our home...

(Rose looks at him. Lisa goes over 
)to Anne and signs.

LISA
We said goodbye to a dear old friend, and you packed your 
bags and left, feeling sad, it's the only way...

DAVE
( )looks at Rick.

We said hello as you turned the key, put a roof over a heads, 
gave you a smile, it's the only way... Only way...

( )Lisa holds Anne's hand.

LISA
Turn you head, don't look back, set your sails for a new 
horizon, don't turn around, don't look down...

LOLA
( )come over to Anne

And there's life across the tracks, and you know it's really 
no surprising, it get's better, when you get there...

( )Anne looks at both and smiles.
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(She turns around and her and 
Charlie walk out. Dave takes 

)Rose's hand.

DAVE
Well it really don't matter much where you are, as home is in 
your heart, it's a feeling that you waited one day.

JOJO
Some people keep running all of their life...

MIMI
It's find out haven't gone too far...

LOLA
They don't see is the feeling inside...

MONA
The feeling in side...

ALL
Turn you head, don't look back, set your sails for a new 
horizon, don't turn around, don't look down...And there's 
life across the tracks, and you know it's really no 
surprising, it get's better, when you get there...

(Dave picks Rick's body up and 
starts to walk to go back inside. 
Rose follows him with the rest of 
the girls. Lisa stays behind and 

)sees them go.

LISA
We said hello as you turned the key, a new roof over our 
heads, gave you a smile, it's the only way...

( )She smiles. The lights go down.

THE END.


